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Still Life: Childhood 

Grass-stained 
Nike shoes 

lying in a forgotten field 
a slight abrasion in the earth 
from the constant treading 
of the future Babe Ruths 
the weeds have overpowered 
your embedded footprints 

The trees droop and the grass 
browned and brittle 

silently remember the youth 
of neighborhood boys 

swinging metal bats 
that are now lost in a dumpster 
on 79th Street. 

A little boy searches through 
abandoned weeds and stumbles upon a baseball 
slightly out of its skin 
with smeared signatures 
of a star. 

Alison Mellon 
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About this Anthology 

The 1997-1998 Arkansas Writers in the Schools program reached more 
than 6,000 Arkansas elementary, middle, junior and high school students 
this year at 56 schools throughout the state. WITS continued its growth 
thanks to the generous support of the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville 
and the Walton Foundation. The program is staffed by members of the 
University's Programs in Creative Writing and Translation. WITS' 31 
writers worked in teams, visiting each school for two days to teach 
creative writing, and this anthology represents the work of the students 
statewide who participated in the program. 

Arkansas Writers in the Schools is grateful to all of the state's students, 
teachers, and administrators who contributed to the program's success 
during the past school year. 

The WITS staff also thanks those at the University of Arkansas who have 
contributed time and effort towards the program and the production of 
this anthology: Dr. Charles Adams, Chad Andrews, and the staff of 
Printing Services. 

To the best of our knowledge, this anthology consists entirely of student 
work. Although editors do correct spelling and some grammar errors, no 
other intentional changes are made in the poems during the production of 
this anthology. 
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Alma Intermediate School 
Alma 

Faculty Contact: Ron Smith 
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Carol Sickman-Garner 

The Microscopic PI unger 
(A Honey You Left the Seat Up Poem) 

I step into the shrink machine with my 
plunger. I plan to go inside the toilet of 
mystery. I shrink, I feel small and smell 
funny. Finally, I reach the toilet of mystery 
and put my snorkel on and dive in with 
my plunger. Someone came in and flushed. 
Down and down I went through the pipes. 
I calculated I was going 63 miles per hour. 
I suddenly realized I was going up, then before 
I knew it I shot out of the toilet of 
mystery and went through the roof. I 
cried for days for my plunger. Then when 
I realized it was in my hand, 
I hit myself with my plunger. I was still 
small and a gigantic cockroach tried to eat 
me. I kaponged him with my plunger 
and dragged him to the flytrap 
and used him for a punching bag. 
Five years have passed and I'm still small! 
What a world! What a world! 

(You can check out more Cody poetry at libraries 
near you.) 

Cody Thomas 

When I Follow the Wind 

When I follow the wind, it takes me 
down the hill in the old, little town. 
Sometimes I think it's my grandpa 
leading me in the right direction. It 
leads you to your grandma who's 
sitting in her chair and looking at 
a picture of your grandpa. 

Rachel Lynn Risenheover 
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The Road to Vermont 

As I walk on the roads in 
Vermont, 
I can see hear the doors clanging 
as people walk in and out. 
I can smell the ripe apples 
hanging on the trees. 
I see the train pulling to a stop. 
I can just taste the spices as 
they flow through the air. 
As I walk, I can feel the 
little stones grabbing at my feet. 

Krista Simmons 

The Black Figure 

There is a place in the woods where 
a pond is surrounded by trees 
and sometimes I see a black figure 
in the trees. Maybe it is just a deer, or 
it could be a princess. Yes, a princess 
that lives in the woods, and maybe her 
dress is made of black silk. Maybe her 
earrings, necklaces and bracelets are made 
of black pearls. Maybe her best friends 
are the deer, rabbits and birds from the 
woods. The world is full of maybes 
and maybe I will one day be that 
black figure. 

Reanna Pearson 



The Beaches of Florida 

As I walk through the beaches of Florida, I run my fingers through the beautiful 
ocean. It has a bit of a chill. I look out into the ocean. I see beautiful snow-white 
colored seagulls. A dolphin comes up to me. I stroke its back. It is so soft. 

Josh Harrell 

The Imaginer A Day in the Woods 

She is at a place in her imagination. 
She is picturing a place in the forest with 
a spring and an open part in the trees. 
And the little tadpoles in the brown water. 

It was one autumn day 
when you can feel the 
sun beating 
down on you, you can 
feel that that day 
before had been wet 
with moist air as 

As I walk through the water, the little tadpoles 
tickle my feet. 

Chrystopher Moran 

The Mixed-Up Lion 

The poacher shot at and 
injured the lion's head. 
The monkeys think him 
silly. 
The hyenas think him 
funny. 
The rhinos think him 
weird, for he will not 
hunt but plants 
rosebushes. 
The rabbits think him 
outrageous, for he will not eat 
meat but plants. 
The antelope think him 
kind for not eating 
them. 
Then he said, "What am I 
doing? I need to eeeat more 
PLANTS and invite all 
the animals to my plant party!!" 

Justin Pugh 

The Funky Vampire 

you walk through, the 
holes in the path were 
filled with water as you 
walk through them, 
you 
can feel the cold water 
that covers your boots, 
the leaves blow in your 
face, stinging as they 
hit, the day is now 
fading away and I 
must get some rest, 
so there I go walking 
home. 

Aaron Bollenbacher 

The Funky Vampire always wore pants with 
torn knees, 
A shirt with thunderbolts all over it, 
Worn out sneakers with torn laces, 
A hat that he wore backwards. 

He danced when he walked, 
Always sang rap songs all day, 
And he hummed as he took blood. 

William Smith 
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Alpena High School 
Alpena 

Faculty Contact: Clyde Atchley 
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly & Tom Franklin 

A Step Ahead of the Rest 

My grandfather must be lonely. He lives up in the mountains. There is nobody 
to talk to, nobody to see. The only thing he can do is sit and watch the wildlife. He 
usually will see a few rabbits, some squirrels, and birds. I'm sure he gets excited when 
the occasional deer walks by. It is so peaceful and quiet. He is always surrounded by 
beautiful scenery. The forest provides him with everything he needs. He hunts for his 
food then cooks over a fire. He has not always been like this. He lived in town all of 
his life until that certain day came. He had no reason to stay. He seems like he enjoys 
living alone. He will sit and stare at pictures of him and his wife of forty years. I've 
never seen why he loved it so much, but now that I actually think about it I believe he 
has more sense than all of those who joke about him. 

Ty Savage 

Today is the Day 

If Books Were Roses 

They would open with springtime. 
Brides would carry them in the crooks of their arms. 
Shelves would be filled with perfume. 
We would give Romeo & Juliet on Valentine's 
Day that wouldn't die from lack of 
attention. We would rip pages 
from the garden. Words would 
prick your finger by the turning 
of the pages. One's heart would 
glow with the sight of knowledge. 

Kim Dunsing 

The young woman is sitting on the bench, watching anxiously for her lover to show 
himself. With the warm sun shining on her back and a slight breeze blowing, she feels 
this is the day. She looks up as a man holding a New York Times walks by. Could it be 
him?! He looks down and hurriedly passes by. Her day almost gone, she leaves the 
bench heading for home. As she stands, she notices an old woman sitting on the bench 
below her letting the sun touch her shoulders and the breeze play with her hair. 

Melissa Christian 
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Stars 

I had some stars 
Stars which grew great wings and flew 
To sink into the silent ocean. 
I had some stars 
Stars which drank the dry rivers of the earth. 
I had some stars 
Stars which like sharp daggers slaughtered 
The thousand sharks of the sea. 
I had some stars which brought back to 
Life the sharks once killed. 
I had some stars 
Stars which slithered as if they were 
Poison snakes to destroy newborn daisies. 
I had some stars 
Stars which grew fangs and whispered 
pleasant dreams to fallen angels on earth. 
I had some stars 
Stars that stick like old gum to the 
bottom of your Nike shoes. 
I had some stars 
Stars like ocean waves crashing against 
distant cliffs that are near enough to touch. 
I had some stars 
Stars that sing with quivering voices of 
Knives that tum to vaporized tears. 
I had some stars 
Stars that like dull claws rip at the wilted 
Yellow roses of the garden. 
I had some stars 
Stars as rough as steel and as smooth 
as sandpaper. 
I had some stars 
Stars like bloody clay that liquifies in the 
soft moonlit glow. 
I had some stars 
Stars that sink like dead air into the 
depths of the silver moon. 
I had some stars 
Stars as light as iron, as strong as 
a tom feather 
I have some stars. 

April McMillan 
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The Ship 

I had a ship 
that sailed the rough waters 

of the Mediterranean 
I had a ship 
that rocked me when I was sick 

at 3 in the morning 
I had a ship 
that was huge, with two black windows 

where the captain could look out. 
I had a ship 
whose sail shielded the cold rain of society. 
I had a ship 
that could break any iceberg 

that made the trip difficult. 
I had a ship 
that started getting rusty. 
I had a ship 
that went to Texas for a tune-up. 
I had a ship 
who was proud of a good education. 
I had a ship 
that couldn't hold up to rough waters any
more. 
I had a ship 
that sailed away, but I stood waving on the 
shore. 

Jeremy Cheham 



Arch Ford Education Cooperative 
Plumerville 

Faculty Contact: Polly Bakker 
Visiting Writers: Brad Summerhill & Troy Benowitz 

Bewildered Glamour 

Silver facades wrap around the 
Shape of her tiny skyscrapers. 

Luminous beams from the star's entrance, the 
Stray kittens that roam her cozy streets 
Beyond the well-known restaurants. 

Wind-up toys wind down among the boulevards 
And a misinterpreted man darts down Main Street 
Screaming, "Come to Jesus, child!" 

Natalie Ryan 

Still Life: Childhood 

Grass-stained 
Nike shoes 

lying in a forgotten field 
a slight abrasion in the earth 
from the constant treading 
of the future Babe Ruths. 
The weeds have overpowered 
your embedded footprints 

The trees droop and the grass 
browned and brittle 

silently remember the youth 
of neighborhood boys 

swinging metal bats 
that are now lost in a dumpster 
on 79th Street. 

A little boy searches through 
abandoned weeds and 
stumbles upon a baseball 
slightly out of its skin 
with smeared signatures 
of a star. 

Alison Mellon 
5 

Straightjacket 

There's a crack, 
a crack in the wall 
and it's spidering out 
and down to my feet. 
It's stretching its arms 
reaching for more wall, 
more destruction. 

The crack's coming 
to meet me. 
I can't remember 
how long or when 
I came here. 

Down the hall 
I hear the men 
tapping, tap, tap 
their shiny black oxfords 
tied too tight 
tapping, tap, tap 
to my door 
And barely audible 
I hear the jingle 
like bells, like bells 
tolling for me 
and the door 
slowly creaks and cracks open 
Again, like a pharaoh, I'm 
bound by men in 
their too tight tapping oxfords 
with bells and canvass and frozen eyes. 

Hannah Norwood 



Johnny's Tale 

I live in a steel mill town, where life is as dull as an unsharpened pencil 
Where I inhale smoke and smog everyday. 
My children do not get enough to eat 
So they turn against me. 
My boss threatens to fire me 
When I don't work to the extreme. 
I work hard everyday to make what little money I can. 
Sometimes I hope 
A miracle will happen, 
A miracle that will free me of this pain that haunts me and my family. 
I hope. 

Adena Strickland 

Sparkling 
Diamonds 

A stream 

The Old Country Store 

The old men there think 
that they are real cowboys 
they wear old dusty jeans 
shirts with holes in them 
a big brown hat and boots 
they eat one of Sam Turker's 
famous turkey sandwich with 
a cold beer 
In Sam Turker' s store there 
are many groceries, people 
come there all the time 
because they get a great 
deal 

Deidre Hammett 

sets so still and quiet 
so pure and clear 
that you can see 
the pebbles on the bottom 
sparkling like 
diamonds 
so beautiful that you 
can't bear to look 
anywhere else 

Kyle Meek Greenbrier 
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Snow Creek 

The pebbles 
shining 

with the 
glare 
of the 

bright 
golden 
sun 

while the 
rainbow trout 
hunt for 

food under 
the 

dark black 
rocks 

hanging off the 
tall 
steep 
cliffs 
while 

a canoe carries 
a large family 

down the 
creek 

watching the 
rainbow trout 

swimming 
away 

with fear. 

Courtney Childress 



Arkansas School for the Blind 
Little Rock 

Faculty Contact: Anne Mitchell 
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly & Tom Franklin 

The Owl of Wizdum 

The Owl of Wizdum, 
who sits in his tree 
seldom is heard 
but when heard 
TheWhooo! 
Is very clear. 
When he hungers, 
he catches his prey. 
He looks through the darkness 
which is thick with limbs, 
and a wall of dark fog. 
Yet he sees, 
what's needed to be seen. 
Why 
Can't we stand not to be in the light? 
Why 
Do we speak when it' s not needed? 
Yet, needed, 
And not speak at all? 
Why 
When we have a goal 
We choose to take the lower road? 
Why? 
When the truth is laid before our eyes, 
We turn the other way, 
and look false in eyes. 
We claim we can't look between the lines. 
The Owl of Wizdum, 
a lot smarter than we. 

Jeremy Brice Harper 
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Mocking Birds 

I'm sitting on my front porch 
Breathing the September air 
Watching the pretty mocking birds fly. 
They make a very unique noise 
And they look like pretty bottle rockets. 
They mock bluebirds blue jays parrots 
And canaries. 
They almost sound like humans 
mocking each other in class 
when someone has a funny voice. 
They whistle human whistles. 
We as humans must learn 
not to mock everybody's best song. 

Anmol Bhatia 

Burial 

As I put my foot on the shovel 
to break the surface in some rich soil 
in my backyard 
to bury Abe 
my Buvia des Flaundres 
I remember watching him 
sit by a dead tree in my 
backyard staring at my television 
at the Red Lobster commercial 
through the window. 
I began to wonder 
was he thinking 
of the terrier 
next door, or 
what table scraps 
he got later on. 
Were these his last thoughts 
when he crossed 
that deadly highway? 

Jeremy Roberts 



When I Watch the Deer on His Haunches Eating Acorns 

I get hungry. I pull out my sandwich 
and Coke. The noise scares him 
and he jumps the fence in front of him 
looking like a bull trying to buck a man 
at the rodeo before the eight-second whistle. 

Stacy Reed 

How to Get to the Bottom of the Ocean 

Learn to . . . 
hold 
your breath 
for at least three 
weeks 

fill 
your 
pockets with 

gold 
and 

hold an 
anvil 

Victoria Rogers 

The Last Ride 
(In memory of the late world bullriding champ, 
Lane Frost) 

One day in Cheyenne 
the world champion 
bullrider 
gets on the bull, 
meets the eight-second 
whistle, 
climbs off the bull 

The bull charges, 
the rodeo champ falls 
to the ground 

The bull steps on him, 
a broken rib pierces 
the bull rider's heart 
he dies instantly 

Phillip Jenkins 8 

The Sewer Worker Explains 
Why He Likes His Job 

I never like to stay extremely 
clean long 
and at the end 
I get more pay 
than those who fear things 
resembling works of clay. 
Unlike baseball, government 
or home-decorating work, 
nothing is expected of me 
but to be on time 
tomorrow morning. 
As I crawl 
in this hole 
to clear out another 
hole, 
and hear dripping, burbling 
noises, 
it reminds me of 
coffee percolating. 
I feel the calmness 
as I 
search for the 
leaky sewage line. 
Oh, do I regret 
the day of my retirement. 

Jeremy Roberts 



Bradford Elementary 
Bradford 

Faculty Contact: Nolan Brown 
Visiting Writers: Gary Enns & Sean Chapman 

Poor Kitty 

Such a beautiful day nothing could go wrong. 
The amazingly smart cat with pretty black 
stripes flowing around a pool of gray on her 
stomach. She never saw it coming. 
All she wanted to do was cross the road 
and eat a robin, or roll in the green, tall 
grass. Then, all of a sudden ... splat. 
The poor cat' s head would never see 
its body again. And who thought that 
such a thing could happen on such 
a beautiful sunshiny day? 

Robbie Thomas 

Tree 

Pizza 

The baker wanted to know that 
underneath the cheese and sausage 
bits and pepper slices and beneath 
the onions and mushrooms and green 
pepper dices the only thing that counted 
was the dough. 

Natasha Adams 

I smell the oil of a chainsaw, and it smells almost like burnt tar. 
As the cold wind blows though the tree limbs, the old man saws. 
When the old tree next to me falls, I know I'm next. 
The old man fires up the Kawasaki chain saw. I know it is my turn. 
As the sharp shiny claws come closer and closer, 
It started to come through me. It felt like glass. 
Then I hit the ground and was dead. 

Shane Armer 
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As I Was Very Young 

I went walking through the dark 
and scary woods going home at night. 
I thought I saw a purple panther 
with blue eyes and red coat with black 
buttons. I cried, "Mama!" But I was 
far from home, so she didn't hear. 
I ran and ran all the way home and 
told my mom. When I finished 
telling her about my dark and scary 
adventure she had to go to a very 
plain and sick hospital because 
she had fainted. When she got out 
she said, "I don't want to hear any
more of your silly and scary 
adventures of the forest filled 
with trees and all of your scary 
imagination that is green, blue, 
purple, black, and red day dreams 
stuck in your head" and by the 
time she was finished she said 
goodnight. I went to bed. 
"Goodnight" I hollered down the 
hallway. "Oh, and have a good 
night's rest. I love you!" 

Cecily Neighbors 
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Water 

The words my dad said 
turned into water and 
evaporated in the sky. 

Ronnie Timberlake 

Crying 

When I was crying 
my tears turned into 
an angeL She told me not 
to cry. 

Krystal Matthews 



Crittenden Arts Council 
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director 

Crawfordsville Elementary & Earle Upper Elementary 

Faculty Contacts: Mika Hyman & Barbara Pleasant 
Visiting Writers: Melanie McDonald & Brad Summerhill 

My Mother Is Strong 

My mother is like a flower that doesn't need water 
Her hands are like a silky shirt that I need 
when I don't have a shirt 
Her face is a body of trees that has lots of leaves 

Her feet are shoes in your shoes 
She sings like an opera 
She is like a doctor on your cuts 
Her whole body is a body of people 
She is like a tractor that runs all over you 
She comes to you like an angel when you call on her 
My mother is very strong 

Charity Davis Crossing the Mississippi River by a Fly 

While crossing the river by a fly 
my legs begin to tremble. 
The fly's wings tickle me 
and make my arms fumble. 
I see Mud Island on the west, 
New Queen II at its best. 
I can see the clouds down 
below, I drop back I'm covered 
with snow. I say that is not 
nice, but the fly is covered with 
ice. I found my compass rose, 
but it keeps off snows. When 
I knew I was in Canada, I called 
my mom to make some cookies. 
When I went skiing with the rookies. 
When all that is over, I go to 
my cabin. My partner says: "Look 
over there." I look and see a bear. 

Antonio Parks 
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My grandmother 

My grandmother is a janitor at the 
school. 

She loves to cook popcorn and eat 
spaghetti. 

She smells like a bar of soap 
and three tubes of toothpaste and 
three toothbrushes. 

She is gentle like a teddy bear. 
She makes me feel special and like a 
big fat-flung teddy bear and she spends 
time with me doing Christmas. 

Michelle Yolanda Marshall 

To My Mother 

(untitled) 

My school is cool where the teachers rule. 
If we try, they send us to the principal. 
I see fish kids swimming in the hall. 
I smell seaweeds in the cafeteria. 
I hear water splashing. 
I taste fish fries in my mouth. 
I touched my pencil and Mrs. White said time 
to go. 

Vince Smith 

I love you like a brick going through a window. 
I know you care for me. You smell like a rose 
that I breathe in the air. Nobody can stop 
me from loving you. I'm like a stone that 
cannot be broken. 

Marcello Mood 
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Crittenden Arts Council 
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director 

East and Wonder Junior High Schools & St. Michael's 
Catholic School 

Faculty Contact: J. Earney 
Visiting Writers: Gary Enns & Chris Carpenter 

It's Life 

When everything is in its place, 
and everyone seems to give its grace, 

When a heart-warming, 
feet-clapping, 
hand-tapping 
Ghost invades my soul, 
then it seems to take control. 

My ears are jumping, 
my voice is jittering, 
my teeth are glittering, 

I was so happy that I lost my breath
when it came to me, the fun had left. 
Oh! Lord, No! I come from Utopia. 
Believe it, believe it, believe it, 
It's Life, real Life! 

Paul Warren 

I Did It 

Like a criminal, I hide 
everything I've done. 

But soon somebody will 
find out. 

So I confess, I did it! 
I did it all! 

It was me who broke 
the lamp; 

It was me who set 
fire to the rug; 

It was me who wrecked 
the car. 

Standing here sweaty and nervous 
(untitled) like a cat in a house of rocking chairs, 

I can never forget it. I confess. 
I was baby sitting when I saw him fly 
across the room. I jumped up James Rainey, III 
in a state of wonder. Trying to see 
if I could solve the problem. 
The wind had been knocked out 
of his body. I'd blow, 
then pump-2-3-4-and continue 
until his eyes opened. 
He laughed. 
"I can fly!" he said, "Did you see me glide 
across the room?" 
Then everything was okay. 

Roshawnda Dennies 13 



(untitled) 

On the boardwalk by the ocean, 
Where fear tore me apart, 
My pride pushed me forward, 
For they were mocking my integrity. 
The mechanical monstrosity was as a serpent. 
I pushed myself toward it, 
Yet all it did was sit there unaware of me, 
All the games mocked me; 
They seemed warped and demented. 
I walked forward to the beast, 
It was like no other. 
In an instant I conquered it. 

Chad Hunt 

That Jazz 

Barbecue 

Beginning to barbecue: 
I walk into the bathroom 
and wash my hands 
with soap and water, 
getting ready to show-down 
with my grandfather. 

Walking into the kitchen: 
The stove is on. 
I take my ribs out 
and wash them off 
in the sink. 

Imagining to myself: 
A waterfall-in fact, Victoria waterfall
moving down the ribs. 

Placing the ribs in the water: 
Just right. 

Outside, Indian smoke 
puffs away. 
Ribs are finished boiling 
Putting them on the Grill 
The smell of Bar-b-que 
Taking me away to Paradise 
Brushing the Hickory
Smoke Bar-b-que sauce 
On my ribs 
Ready to eat 
Have I won the showdown? 
You tell me. 

Oh, how I just love that Jazz. Victoria Savage 
I'm just dancing across the gleaming floor 
while the guitar and the saxophone are playing Jazz. 

Oh, how I love that Jazz in her. 
The way she dances across that gleaming floor 
as if she was made of Jazz. 

Brook Fletcher 
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Crittenden Arts Council 
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director 

Forrest City High School & Hughes Elementary 
Faculty Contact: J. Earney 

Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz & Jamie Simpson 

Colors of You 

I'm sitting here all by myself 
in a corner, missing you 
I'm watching the sunrise and every 
different color sunbeam that shines 
reminds me of you, in a certain 
way; the light brown is your warm 
hug, the deep red is your sweet 
love, the light orange is your sensitivity, 
the deep yellow is your nice caring 
for me, every ray is a different color 
and every color is a different quality 
of you. 

Felisha Granberry 

A bike 

When I ride my Silver Power Series 
It is just the bike and me 
It is the need of nothing 
that I seek 
When I am riding I think of nothing 
absolutely nothing 
I have the feeling of happiness 
that relieves me from the world 

Patrick Gooch 
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The Man 

He sees nothing 
His eyes are hollow 
The man dying in the alleyway 
creates no burden on his mind. 

He hears nothing 
He has no ears 
The sirens wailing past him go 
unnoticed. 

He smells nothing 
His nose is but a disguise 
The smells of death and filth 
hold no meaning to him. 

He feels nothing 
His hands are merciless 
The wounds from a victim in their 
defense cause no pain upon his body. 

He tastes nothing 
His tongue is dead 
The wine from a victim's cellar may 
as well have been poured upon the ground. 

He has no soul 
He feels no joy 
He lives to cause pain 

He walks the streets right beside you 
He doesn't seem suspicious-

Leslie Colvin 



The Mistress 

The secret hidden from the light 
Making every wrong that once was right 
A home wrecker-but she doesn't care 
She lets you know from the intensity of her stare 
She's taken the President and Governor 
I think power is what she longs for 
One false move and your secret goes public 
This was the plan all along and you didn't know it 
The most powerful woman on the planet 
The control of a nation is hers if she wants it 
The most influential men on the planet fall under her spell 
And when they've snapped out of it she has quite a story to tell 
Her beauty is great-so behold her glory 
But beware, stay clear or she'll tell the world your story 
On the television it's broadcast-people say don't miss this 
Another scandal involving a married man's mistress 

Untranae Wilson 

The Obsession 

He walks in and 
the smile disappears 
from my face. 

I look at his 
mismatched clothes 
and see how the 
socks have disappeared 
from his feet. 

He looks at me 
and smiles and the gap 
between his teeth 
is revealed. 
Then I look at him 
and frown. 

I think of how much 
I want to get 
away and escape. 
Then he kisses me. 

Jessica Chomese 

Ecstatication 

Dark skies are approaching, 
the wind starts to blow. 
Dust flies through the air 
Soon the rain begins to fall. 
Mud puddles are everywhere. 
Their dirty mouths awake to 
the sound of approaching footsteps. 

Chris Cromeans 

Amongst the Cold 

I sit here among the coldness of the breeze 
I am naked; my warmth has been stolen from me 
The tears are rolling steadily from my gloomy face 
I am scared; I am alone amongst the cold 
The moon is out but hidden by black clouds 
I hear cries; they are loud but I canit find where theyire 
from 
Where is my sanity; where is my joy 
These foolish things that we take for granted are all I beg 
for, as I lie alone 
amongst the bareness of a tree. 

Debra Grady 
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Crittenden Arts Council 
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director 

Marion Junior High and High Schools 
Faculty Contact: Barbara McGrew 

Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood & James Katowich 

Weakness 

It looks like a limp rose, desperately 
begging for sunlight. 
It smells like a bruised apple, that's been 
dropped and left there. 
It feels like a worn cloth, that' s been 
torn and used over and over again. 
It sounds like a starved puppy, who is 
nothing but flesh and bones. 
It tastes like an overcooked noodle that 
breaks to pieces when you touch it. 

Ellie Horton 

Happiness 

The warm feeling of the first summer day. 
The taste of ripe strawberries 
dipped in sugar. 
The smell of fresh cut grass 
after that first summer rain. 
It's that feeling you get when 
you turn the radio up really 
high while singing and dancing 
with your best friend. 

Angel Willfond 
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Hope 

The baby bird flaps its wings 
The wind sings its encou ragement 
He climbs to the edge of the nest 
The leaves tickle his face as he falls 
The warm grass welcomes him 
He gets up and starts again 

Emily Rackley 



The Cartoonist 

People don't think much of the cartoonist. 
Although he might think his job is modest. 

He lives his life drawing for the children, 
when he might not have any children. 

His hands are covered in ink, 
and his room will probably stink. 

He will not have much of a life 
and he will have no wife. 

He is withdrawn, 
trying to do his drawing. 

Nic Latta 

Bullfighter 

I see the big eyes staring at me. 
All I have is a red cape. 
A big open ring with nothing but me and 
him. 
His nostrils flaring and his feet stirring, 
all I see is his big shiny horns. 

Chris Thompson 
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Weakness 

It's like the taste of a cookie 
without the sugar. 
It feels like a rusty car that 
you just can't get to run. 
It looks like an old tree that has 
been struck by lightning, just torn 
and limp without a trace of life. 

Mary Beth Bryant 



Crittenden Arts Council 
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director 

Turrell High School & West Memphis Christian School 
Faculty Contact: J. Earney 

Visiting Writers: Sean Chapman & Michael Carragher 

The Step 

I step into the world of 
ancient gods and goddesses 
to wear sparkling clothes 
dangling earrings to dance 
at balls made for queens 
to eat dinners fit for kings. 
As I step back to the 
track 
I must lead myself back 
to the homeland fit 
for me. 

Lakeshia A. Westley 

Loneliness 

Loneliness is 
a man 
that's trapped 
in a car 
on a 
snowy day. 

Jameka Hopkins 
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Love 

Love 
Is a barren 
Field 
Ready to be filled 
By a winter snow. 

Love 
Is a huge 
Lake 
Ready to be filled 
By a waterfall. 

DeAntonio Danner 

A Gun of Pride 

Pride is a gun 
going off in your head. 
You feel it when you do something 
good. 

Willie Caison 



He Walks Around the Warehouse 

the dust stirring 
and the sinuses running, 

the sound of cutting steel, 
and the smell of the warehouse. 
The smell always lingers 

as the sweat drips off 
his rugged flesh. 

Terry Smith 

Fear 

Happy 

Happy is a child 
laughing in 
a swimming pool. 

Jayme Neal 

Fear is a baby 
in a haunted school 
in the dark green woods. 

Heath 
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Excited 

Excited is 
a horse winning 
a horseshoe game. 

Kelsey Langford 

Confused 

Confused is when 
Two Amys are at 
One birthday party. 

Mallory House 



Crittenden Arts Council 
Janine B. Earney, Executive Director 

West Junior High 
Faculty Contact: Mrs. Miller 

Visiting Writers: Paul Bone & Otis Haschemeyer 

Praying Mantis 

I slide through the blades of grass ever so gently, 
delicately, as though to impress. 
It's time to play another little game. 
I pass him and he does notice, and follows me home. 
He thinks I'm so very devoted as I drop to one knee 
and strike. 

No longer am I famished. 

Tiffany Newbern 

Night 

The black flowing river of stars. 
The pasture of darkness lit by the moon. 
The shadow of the day. 
The silhouette of what may become tomorrow. 
It's the darkness of light, 
What is this called? It's 
called night. 

Jennifer White 

Sunset 

In the Desert 

The wind blows furrows 
in the sand, hot sun 
beaming on the green cactus. 
There lies in the dirt 
a yellow scorpion, 
dying of thirst. 
Somewhere-
in the middle of it all-
she spots a bulldozer rusting. 
She feels hopeless. 

Raven Miles 

The light is an intricate source of happiness, and splattered 
across it are the children's wishes as the first stars whittle through. 
The night's bilious darkness struggles to push through it 
like tiny purple veins sprawled across a never ending horizon. 

Movement of birds in every direction like diffusion across a 
hollow soul. 

Emphasizing its power, the dark's greed controls the sky. 
The light tenaciously decreases, it's as if only glycerin could preserve 
the moment. 

And I wobble back into the ground as the 
hopeless, self-centered creature I am. 

Tiffany Newbern 
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Migration 

I love the Spring breezes. 
I love to sway back and forth 
And let it take me wherever it blows. 
I feel so free and careless 
Yet I know someday soon, 
I will fall apart. 
All my petals will fly and dance 
in the wind like butterflies migrating 
South. 

Julianne Deacon 

My Home 

As I wander around my home 
seeing the colors all around me 
some bright orange and blue 
the feel of crystal-clear water 
surrounds my body like clouds 
surround an airplane high 
in the sky. 
Large crowds swarm around 
me and lead me to a different 
place in this sea I call my home. 
Sea stars swim close by and 
little mermaids here and there. 
I love this bright, warm, and 
Colorful, place I call my home. 

Jocelyn Reve 

Organisms 

The crickets singing everybody 
to sleep. The rooster waking us up 
in the morning. 

The trees waving to you 
as you go down the street. All of 
the organisms making an impression for 

themselves. 

Ross Bland 

(untitled) 

Out in the lonesome and shadowy field 
I watched as the rain fell furiously 
on the ground. 
It felt like fireballs beating 
down on my skin. 
I watched as the armadillo cluelessly 
ran for shelter. 
I watch as the butterfly 
wobbled and tossed as mother 
nature took her place. 
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Out of nowhere 
came a huge swirling cloud of dust 
destroying everything in its path. 
I ran as the dust cloud came roaring 
after me. 
I panicked as I frantically searched 
for a sanctuary to go into and weep. 
I saw a small shack. 
I went in and sat and listened to 
the roaring and pounding of what 
sounded like a freight train speeding 
down the track. 
Then . .. 

Silence. 

Julianne Deacon 



Crossett High School 
Crossett 

Faculty Contact: Patsy Roberts 
Visiting Writers: Tom Franklin & Michael Carragher 

How to Have a Seagull for a Sister 

Be patient with the wet footprints 
in the fluffy carpet. 
Don't send her out to sea 
when her raw fish replaces 
your favorite spaghetti dish 
in the refrigerator. 
Don't become as smoky 
as a chimney when wing 
holes are clipped in your 
favorite blouse. 
Remain as cool as coal 
when she uses your electric 
toothbrush on her fishy beak. 
But blast her to Mars if she 
ever tries to nest with your 
boyfriend. 

Karissa Iorio 

Speaking with Dandelions 

Bring a microphone, they are hard to hear. 
Talk softly, into her gentle ear. 
Move closer, behold the white seed-bulb 
sitting atop a thin stem that holds her frail body together. 
Look to the rolling hills of the western prairie, 
her home. 
She compliments you on your soft speaking, 
your light breathing doesn't disturb her powder-puff face. 

How to Fall in Love 

Grab 
your heart 
Toss 
it into 
the pocket of 
your jeans 
Find 
the smell 
of unconsciousness 
Latch 
onto the wind and 
Fly 
Seek 
the brightest star 
Dig 
a hole 
And plant your heart 

Leslie Garner 

She kisses your cheek, you feel the soft petals against your skin 
like butterfly wings. 

Shawn Shumpert 
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How to Get in Trouble 

Sneak out of your house 
leaving a broken window behind. 
Demand a refund 
on a dress while 
in a bird store. 
Pretend to be 
Arnold Schwartzenneger 
while looking like 
Pee Wee Herman. 
Choose to pursue 
dangerous 
dreams 
without 
wearing protective clothing. 
Challenge the linebacker 
to an arm-wrestling match. 
Ignore 
the empty-light 
on your two-gallon gas tank. 
Argue 
with a state trooper 
after pausing at a 
stop sign. 

Noelle Moore 
Inside a Dictionary 

it tastes 
like sweaty fingertips, 
like musty 
and weathered petrified wood. 
It sounds 
like a war 
of neighborhood childrens' voices 
in a waterfight. 
It looks like a decrepit 
old woman 
in a ragged wheelchair 
an infinity 
of words scream 
protests at each other 
in a raging battle. 
the coldness 
of slick pages 
smothers me. 

fenny Vallas 
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How to Eat Algebra 

Remove 
the numbers, 
bring to a boil. 
Bake 
every equation 
every variable 
every example 
until black. 
Combine 
numbers and equations. 
Simmer 
until summer. 
Your main course. 
Dessert 
is the answers 
from the back. 
Serve 
frozen. 

Scott Wheeler 



Decatur Elementary 
Decatur 

Faculty Contact: Jean Duncan 
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin & Sean Chapman 

Robins 

Look how last year's leaves, faded so gray and brown, blunder 
along like flimsy flightless birds, stumbling beak over tail before the wind, but no, 
wait today they right themselves and turn to the stout slate and ruddy rust of robins 
1Ul111illg on steady streams across the ground. 

Ladale Harris 

You Be the Ssslithery One 

Why don't you be the slithery one. 
People will hate you, 
make stories about you 
sstomp on your head 
and stab you with a poker. 
You be the sslithery one 
it's not an easy job 
you have to swallow a mouse 
that is four inches long 
it doesn't feel too good. 
You be the slithery one 
nobody likes you 
they hate you 
they say that you stink. 
I'm still sitting on this rock 
all by myself. 

Jordan Brooks 
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The Hopeful Man 

He fell to his knees 
in front of the church 
and prayed. 
He prayed to the Lord. 
A man walked in and said 
"What are you doing?" 
"I'm praying to the Lord." 
"You know that never works" 
"Yes it does." 
"Then why is everything so wrong?" 
The church was silent. 
The man saw a dove in the church. 
The pews were empty. 
the rafters were old, 
but the man knew 
something incredible was going to 
happen. 
The dove flew 
to the man 
and started to sing. 

Jordan Brooks 



Scary 

He walked through the mouth of death with fear and anger after a dragon who ate 
his brother wildly in the dark sky. 

Thomas Peterson 

Bye-Bye Left Arm 

Hungry!!!!! 

A tiger quietly stalking its prey, 
A leap and a jump and it gets away; 
A glance at the clock and it still reads eleven; 
When lunchtime comes it will feel like heaven. 
A hawk spots its prey and swoops down low, 
But the mouse escapes into its burrow. 
I glance at the clock, an hour to noon, 
Doesn't a hawk wish it were fed with a spoon? 
A shark smells a dolphin and turns around, 
But the dolphin escapes with a quick little bound. 
A glance at a watch, 11 o'clock, 
His stomach is waiting, knock, knock, knock. 

Eric Wade 

Don't give me a dog for Christmas, 
for I am not a lover of pets. 
Part of me is buried in the backyard 
and I ain't found it yet. 

Tyrell Voyles 
Love 

Is like mom and dad 
hugging each other 
kissing each other 
talking to each other about their life 
when they are sitting on the couch drinking coffee. 

Matthew Slagley 
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Delta Special School 
Rohwer 

Faculty Contact: Mary Jane Shue 
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray & Jamie Simpson 

Sense of Humor 

It would sound like someone laughing while drinking 
coffee or chalk squeaking as it goes up 
a chalkboard. 

It would smell like red 
roses in a pretty vase or garbage spilled 
on a city sidewalk. 
It would taste like cabbage in a garden of green or broccoli 
or my grandma's steaming hot plate. 

Love 

It would feel like a petal on the floor or the edge 
of a rocky cliff. is a feeling 

of two small 
playful dolphins 
jumping in 

It would look like a clown dancing around 
in a three ring circus or you and me 
today, tomorrow, five days from now or five years from now. the waves. 

Emily Sneed 

Poem 

A shooting star 
is a dream 
of an old 
woman in 
a bed 
sick to death. 

Ashley Payer 

Blain Ponce 

My Abby 

There was a cat named Abby. 
She is yellow and she was a tabby. 
Today she woke up feeling shabby. 
So off to the vet went Abby. 
Abby came home with some medicine. 
And now she is feeling well again. 
And Abby is a happy Tabby. 

Amanda Walker 
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If I were a tree ... 

If I were a tree I would be tall 

If you were a star 

You would be as bright as the sun 
and taste like cupcakes 
and smell like the wind 
on a Saturday night 
just to touch the sun would be a breeze of wind. 

Anita Moore 

and strong and no one would ever try 
to push me down or rake my leaves. 
I would always grow them back. 
I would have the best view of the 
big beautiful sky and I could hear the birds 
singing and calling to each other. 
I could taste the clouds. 
I imagine falling seeds to make 
a new generation of trees 
if I were a tree. 

Cassey Clemons 

Lions 

Old Lions so yellow and gold 
with claws of silver and teeth so old. 
They race over the plains 
after leaping antelope. 
They stalk their prey so quietly 
and still that you may never ever hear. 
They walk so gracefully with their yellow coats. 
They are never ever alone. 
Old lions so yellow and gold 
with claws of silver and teeth so old. 

Jeremy Spurlock 
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DeQueen-Mena Educational Service Cooperative 
Mount Ida & Oden Schools 

Faculty Contacts: Martha Cathey, Joyce May and Mary Monk 
Visiting Writers: David Koen & Gary Enns 

Mt. Ida 
by: Beer Can 

I am behind the Exxon, 
left here, half empty 
by the public intoxicant 
who paraded me around, 
around the dry town, 
through the woods and the stores 
which make up this place. 
I stumbled 
near Bob's Food City 
and on to the Dairyette, 
staggered to the Wooden Nickel. 
Thrown across the road when lights came, 
the blue, the red, and back again. 
He is gone. 
I am left 
half empty. 

Josh Perry 
Tweety 

Tweety Bird is gone. 
She sleeps in a garbage 
can. 
She eats fish scraps 
instead of bird 
feed. 
Her feathers are dirty 
and scraggly. 
Some are plucked 
out. 
She is alone on 
a street side. 
Cats lurch 
toward her. 
She has no 
hope. 

Amy Henry 
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A Leper's Life 

You might dislike lepers, 
You might discard them. 
You might like a river, 
You might like children. 
What about them. 
What ... about ... them. 

They were once children. 
They are now only skeletons. 
They might have won beauty pageants, 
They might have been perfect crystal 
Gleaming in the sun, like diamonds on 
A queen' s crown. 

Now their light is gone, burned or smashed 
Out of existence. They are now 
Stones on the bottom of the ocean. 
They are really truly gone. 

Justin Moore 



Snake Parade 

At midnight the snakes have a parade. 
Green snakes, yellow snakes, gray snakes, and brown snakes, 
they all slither down the road. Some 
carry flags and some hiss "Bad to the Bone," all the slimy snakes 
shimmer in the light of the moon. They slither 
through the woods, down the road 
and into Hot Springs. They slither into Harvest Foods and eat 
all the Reeses peanut butter, they play on the displays 
and sneak a couple of Millers. They slip into a 
Wal-Mart and play with all the toys, the big 
one too tired because it ate a boy. 

It's four o'clock now. Store owners will 
be coming soon, so they slither back to 
their holes. 

Wesley folie 

David Koresh Reborn 

No one way out, 
No innocent girls flocking, 
No Waco, No fire, No guns, 
Only burgers, 

Crossing Mount Ida by Red Truck 

The echoing sound of a basketball as it bounces off the 
concrete. 
John Bailey putting around in his old Dodge, shooting 
me with his fingers. 
The smell of raw sewage 
as I drive by my friend's house. 
The small craters in the road, jarring my red truck. 

This is the endless boredom of Mount Ida. 

The frail old man with the round billed 
hat lounges around in his yard, 
counting the passing cars. 

Josh Carr 

Only "May I take your order please?" 
Followed by the expectant "Would you like fries 
with that?" 
Big Mac and Quarter Pounder his only friends. 
Not so different than before. 
Fire is contained, 
Anger is not. 

Josh Perry 
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Dermott Middle School 
Dermott 

Faculty Contacts: Pam Stephenson & Peggy Hood 
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler, Troy Benowitz, James Katowich & Tom 

Franklin 

I am Pete Ze Sailor 

I am Pete ze sailor, just a-sailing on ze sea. 
I'm a sailor dat steals and kills, 
And I'm the biggest baddest one of dem all. 
I just love all ze gold in ze world, 
But dere is one ting I weesh I could do, 
I weesh I could talk like Zames Bond. 

Ebony Johnson 

Banker 

I write paychecks all day 
I wear a black suit 
I smell like fresh money 

Michael Williams 

The Sun 

I could just imagine myself on the sun, 
Me and my cousins having fun. 
It's so hot I feel like I'm burning. 
The air smells like a piece of bacon. 

Denieco Watts 
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The Garbage Man 

We have a strange 
garbage man. 
One day he was taking 
out my garbage. I 
simply told him hello, 
and he squirted 
me with mustard 
and ketchup. 

Kanisha Lannettea Evans 



Kangaroo 

The kangaroo jumps around, 
everyone gets down. 
Get away, get away 
Corne again another day. 

The kangaroo is brown, 
it hops on the ground 
and it bounces up and down 
the kangaroo jumps around. 

The kangaroo is big, 
it lives in the forest, 
I see it every day 
It comes hopping my way 
The kangaroo jumps around, 
The kangaroo gets down. 

The kangaroo has a pouch, 
Up in its stomach! Ouch! 
It eats on grass, 
When the baby is born, 
The kangaroo gets down 
The kangaroo jumps around. 

Crystal Richardson 

Chicago 

The school looked like a junk house. 
The old woman fell down the stairs 
and said "Wheee" but no one knew 
what was wrong with her. 

Gabrielle Miller 

Country Window 

Look at it rain 
on the windowpane. 

Look at it splash 
from the roof's mustache. 

Look at it pour 
on the field's brown floor. 

Jaleesa Cleary 
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The Haunted Baseball Field 

People in the bleachers are scared 
to sit down. Many teams are afraid 
to play against the home team. The grass 
is brown. The fence is about to fall 
down. There are sounds in the bleachers 
but the people are not cheering. 
When the kids are at bat they don't swing 
the bat: the ghost swings it. 
The other team always loses 
at the haunted baseball field. 
When the game is over, the people 
run out of the field. 

Matt McDaniel 

Graveyard of Fear 

There would be crumbly tombstones with 
graves dated back to 1670. 

The Bee 

The bee so yellow 
the bee so black, 
the part I hate is when it stings you. 

When you run around playing 
it will sting you. 
So let it buzz buzz buzz 
and play like it's not there. 

Lizbeth Johnson 

It would smell like moss, decay and rotten skele
ton bones. 
It would sound like ghosts moaning in agony. 
I would see hairy rats scurrying from tombstone 
to tombstone. 
I would trace the words to see what the names 
were and how long they lived. 

Samantha Johnson 
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San Francisco 

I saw the bridge 
high 
spun across 
the water 
like cobwebs 
in the sky. 

Chandalynn Riney 

(untitled) 

The Asteroid Hits the School 

As I look in the sky I see a fireball frame 
the cosmos, as if a god were angry. 
As it hits the school it gives a shock wave 
of mass destruction. When I awake I see 
a barren desert stripped of all life. 
But as I speak people arise from the rubble, 
aching and growing. 

Derek Lee 

In the school of joy there would be no teachers 
and no work 
There would be no rules and P.E. would last 
all day. 
We could run amok through the halls, and 
toilet-paper the ceiling. 
In the school of doom, you would be treated 
like a prisoner. 
If you moved without asking permission you would 
be sent to LS.S. 
You would have to march in a perfectly 
straight line wherever you went. 
Your teachers would give you twenty pages of 
homework, and you would have to like it. 

Jesse Proffitt 
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Dierks Elementary & Umpire High Schools 
Dierks & Umpire 

Faculty Contacts: Julia Moore & Carroll Pettigrew 
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood & James Katowich 

Gas Station Guy 
The Red 69 Chevy 

My boots are soaked in oil. 
I stand in the cold at the pumps, 
waiting for someone to drive up in their fancy 
Mustangs or Cameros, 

So much depends 
upon 

while I look forward to driving home 
in an S8 Wagon. 

A red 
69 Chevy 

I earn my paycheck on Thursday. 
I'm ashamed to tell you how much it is, 
but when I go home at 9:00, 

glazed in 
the sunlight 

I figure, 
It was just another day. 

Phillip Glasgow 

(untitled) 

So much depends 
upon 

A fallen Pine 
tree 

with a 
feather in it 

beside a destroyed 
house 

after a 
tornado. 

Anna Eudy 

beside the 
blue sea. 

Mason Glasgow 

The Old Abandoned Chicken House 

The quiet haystacks sit still as stone. 
But other residences scream and are quite noisy. 
The bright red tractor exclaims its opinion 
while long-forgotten axes, pitchforks and shovels 
sit back and listen. 
The dewy wetness and musty smell 
give a calmness to the scene 
while mice rampage the boards above. 
Occasionally a Robin will fly in and out 
and when you think the scene could 
just be perfect, the scene will 
scream once again. 

Amber B. Baber 
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My Dad's Car 

The car is old, like a paralyzed nursing home resident. 
The interior, which used to smell like flowers, 
Now smells of dirt, dust, mildew, and mold. 
The seats are slowly being overtaken by 
filth. 
The engine sounds like a bomb exploding. 
When the car awakes from 
a very dormant sleep, it seems to jump and jerk 
like a raft in roaring river rapids. 
The rubber coverings of the clutch and brake pedals 
have been slowly ripped off. 
The only thing working is the gas light. 
Still, the car has a sense of security and safety. 

Amanda Alexander 

The Builder 

Looking down at the builders. 
Working hard 
with their bellies hanging 
over their buckles. 
All the clanging 
and banging. 
All the saw dust 
bouncing off 
their goggles. 
I think I'd like 
to be one 
one day. 

Lance Lacefield 

The Martian Visits the Doctor 

I sit in a room waiting 
With people crying. 
All around me there are people's faces on paper. 
I pick one up to say "hi" but it ignores me. 
So I sit it down on a flat tree with legs. 
Then a woman calls my name-
she also adds, "The Doctor is ready 
to see you now." 
I walk in and sit on a bed. 
I suppose it is for dying. 
I look around and see paper that 
says "Achievement." 
Then the doctor says "Open your mouth, son." 
And sticks a broom handle in my mouth. 
I guess to see how my teeth are in place. 
He also sticks a device in my ear 
to read my mind. 
"All right son, you can step down," he 
cheerfully says. 
Since he called me "son," it only seems 
fair to say "Bye, Dad." 

Samantha Collins 
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Eastside Elementary 
Warren 

Faculty Contact: Marilyn Johnson 
Visiting Writers: Tom Franklin & David Gavin 

The Poisonous Python 

A snake crept toward me. I realized that it was poisonous. A python. But it was with 
a beautiful alligator with pink shiny glasses. The python said to me, "Mela and I will 
be getting married on Thursday night at 7:00, and we would love to have you for din
ner," with a scary grin. Mela said, "Oh yes, we sure would," looking at me and licking 
her lips. I ran off screaming and yelling. 

Alexis Pacheco 

Happy 

Happy smells like Mom's pepperoni 
pizza with a glass of cold lemonade 
on the back porch on a warm sunny day. 

Happy tastes like sweet candy with 
peanut butter with caramel and nuts in a Snickers bar. 

Happy feels like the wind 
blowing my hair in the cool sunny day. 

Happy sounds like my mom whispering 
a tune in my ear. 

Happy looks like a rose so sweet in the 
summer. 

Deshay Amber Bradford 
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Anxious 

Anxious sounds like a snake 
jumping up and down trying 
to get a cardinal high up 
in the sky. 

Anxious tastes like getting 
the bird for lunch. 

Anxious smells like the fear 
in the bird's dying breath. 

Anxious feels like touching the bird 
that is not dead slobbering. 

Anxious looks like getting away 
from the snake that is trying 
to eat the bird. 

Brandi Morgan 



Obedience 

Obedience smells like the cologne 
on the principal's face. 
Obedience looks like a policeman 
directing traffic outside the football 
game. 
Obedience sounds like Yes 
Ma'am and No ma'am. 
Obedience tastes like chocolate-covered 
cherries in a brand new box. 
Obedience feels like the fur 
on my little puppy. 

Moorehead Jordan 

Lonely 

Loneliness 

Loneliness feels like when I never 
knew about any of my brothers. 

Loneliness tastes like leftover apricots. 

Loneliness smells like a rotten 
sunflower lying on the road 
getting fried in the sun. 

Loneliness looks like a girl 
with no one to play with. 

Loneliness sounds like a baby 
crying because her mother left 
her in a trash can. 

Marcus Thompson 

Lonely sounds like violin music playing across an empty wheat field. 
Lonely tastes like bubble gum with the all sugar taken out. 
Lonely feels like not having your mother there to hug. 
Lonely smells like flowers by the side of a deserted road. 
Lonely looks like a poor man begging for money on the side of a street. 

Julie Spraggins 

Nice 

Nice smells like an orange full of juice. 
Nice looks like a scoreboard that says 20-0. 
Nice sounds like a basketball going through 
the net. 
Nice tastes like cookies with a full 
glass of milk. 
Nice feels like a paper that says 
100/ A+ 

Rick Raleigh 
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Farmington High School 
Farmington 

Faculty Contact: Wilma James 
Visiting Writers: Steven Trulock & Liz Carter 

She Cried 

She cried while others laughed 
when it rained 
or the sun shined. 

She cried when the moon came out 
and the stars burned 
or when they didn't. 

She cried out of loneliness 
out of happiness 
or for no reason at all 

She cried. 

Kendra Murphy 

Visions 

She painted pictures: 
long flowing strokes, 
splattered paint, 
beautiful skies. 
She painted pictures: 
her thoughts all in one, 
tears rolling down, 
heart breaking. 
She painted pictures: 
of lost time, 
the love she once knew, 
her mind raging with hate. 
She painted pictures: 
not knowing what 
was to come next, 
thoughts of dark or light. 

Katrina Nakanishi 

Aunt Polly 

(untitled) 

Jared is like a match. 
He is thin and slim with a red top. 
Once he is struck 
he is fire. 
He can spread ferociously. 
Jared and the lit match 
are a living thing, 
he eats breathes and grows. 

He can burn you. 
His face is red, 
his blood will boil. 
The only way to extinguish it 
is to love it a little 
once it is out. 
It can leave a burn or scar 
with flame, smoke or attitude. 

Jake Cypert 

My Aunt Polly is like a bea~tiful anti~ue vase. 
She sat in one place all her life gathenng dust. 
She should've been put 
in a front room where everyone could see her 
but she was left in an old shed in the backyard 
gathering dust. The flowers 
on the vase have faded like her youth 
but the form and the strength are still there. 

Jason Wagnor 
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Eighty Year Old Woman Has Aged Backwards 

Susan McCay gets many stares when she and her husband go out. "I guess you don't 
see an eighty-three-year-old man with a woman who looks twenty very often," she 
explains. Susan isn't like the normal eighty-year-old woman for she does not look her 
age, nor does she feel her age. She has the body of a twenty-year-old and a normal life 
at home. Susan is very happy with her husband. She is a mother, a grandmother, a 
great-grandmother and a good friend. When asked what happened, she explains, 
"When I was about to turn sixty I began eating large amounts of cheese for every meal; 
ever since then I have decreased two years in age for every year I should be getting 
older." Doctors in Susan's hometown of Antioch, California have been on a rampage. 
They are all trying to find types of cheese to keep their patients looking, feeling and 
acting young. 

Brittney Morrison 

The Man Who Was Five 

Along the beach 
floating in the water 
an unknown person came up 
people jumped back 
the man was horrible 
he had the head of a frog 
gills like a fish on each cheek 
legs of a horse 
the rest was human 
he was hungry after the swim 
he saw a dog and grabbed it 
and started eating it 
his arms turned to fur 
and his hands were paws 
he got up and ran away 
darted into the woods 
he sat there and croaked 
ran back to the water 
was never seen again 
but people say if you're at the ocean 
swim to the bottom 
that's where he lies 
in the middle of Pacific Bay. 

April McGuire 
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Life Story 

I was a lonely person 
Often left to myself, 
Just like a weathered book 
Left upon the shelf. 

As are the pains of my days, 
The pages are often torn. 
Like the dreams of my life 
The cover cruelly worn. 

You took me from the shelf 
And placed me into your arms, 
And at that point I knew 
That I was safe from all harm. 

You looked past my cover 
And into my heart. 
You taped up the tears 
And gave my life a start. 

K.ara Beth Compton 



Fordyce High School 
Fordyce 

Faculty Contact: Auburn Ponder 
Visiting Writers: Michael Carragher & David Koen 

(untitled) 

Take her glass slippers let her walk 
upon her non-calloused feet. 
Her jewels gone, too she is bare without 
her babes. 
She has been stripped of her ball 
gown, her humanity, 
and is left, nothing but a 
mew ling child, 
grasping 
and looking for her prince, but 
he has left her. 
She is like us. 

Lori Brookshire 

Dangerous Innocence 

The crumb is on a carpet. 
The carpet is white. 
There are soiled footprints 
Going past the crumb. 
They are the footprints of a king 
Pacing in his bedroom. 
The purple curtains 
No longer look royal. 
They are shaking from the pounding 
Of people outside. 
Hundreds of them. 
They stomp their feet 
And yell of death. 
They enter, and 
Drag the king, shrieking, 
To his end. 
Mice scurry across the room 
And devour the crumb. 

facy Wagnon 
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Flying Insect 

A dragonfly 
in the mist 
of catlike fog 
jerking 
side to side 
avoiding many dangers. 
Soon comes the truck. 
The insect and windshield collide. 
Fertilizer being hauled 
By the 18-wheeler monster 
soon to be packaged 
and distributed to the stores. 
One old lady 
takes the bag home, 
uses it for her garden. 
The moisture of the dew 
attracting different insects. 
One happens to be 
the one that jerks as it flies 
soon to be demolished 
as it kisses a windshield. 

Patrick May 



Abraham Lincoln 

President no more. 
He sits in his normal house 
That is painted blue. 
He watches his 13-inch TV 
While Mary Todd slaves 
Over a boiling pot 
Of chicken soup. 
Todd plays Nintendo 64 
While his father 
Sits on the couch 
In his boxers. 
Soon they will get dressed 
Up and go see 
The new horror movie 
At the gang-infested mall. 

Ashley Ponder 

Dawn's Touch 

Only three hours born, 
death knocks at the door of her heart, 
rattles her bones, and claws 
at her liver. 
Neuroblastoma cancer. 
Doctors like mad-dogs beg 
for a cure. 
They say that she won't 
see tomorrow. 
But as dawn's fingertips touch 
the sky, 
death runs behind clouds 
and life spreads her wings 
and flies through me. 

Brittany Morgan 

Seagull Sister 

In my reflection, 
in the water, 
I see her deep within. 
She's not my image, 
but 
her heart is right. 
She flies 
to catch my tears whenever they may fall. 
Screaming 
comfort. 
Embracing 
with her wings. 
Sheltering me from pain. 

Laura Freeland 
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Fountain Lake High School 
Fountain Lake 

Faculty Contact: Dr. Lowell Hightower 
Visiting Writers: Jim Hillis & Peter Kessler 

Sparrow 

Sparrow in the dusty air 
Circled above the old black mare 
Wingless on the bird' s left side 
Falls to the ground before my eyes 
The old black mare takes a step ahead 
The sparrow then becometh dead. 

Buried 'neath the old white oak 
Lies the sparrow that just croaked 
Many of the animals mourn 
As they chomp their munchy com. 

Mason Tilbury 
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Refrigerator 

I get that bitter taste 
as I watch things go to waste 
The things pushed in the back 
Begin to smell like an old dead rat 
It feels so cold inside 
Chills crawl up my side 
But I try to sit and listen 
And wait for someone to open me 
Cause right now it is so dark. 
Where are those lucky elves 
When I need them? 

Kristen Campbell 

Telephone 

I am a telephone. 
I hear lots 
of voices. I 
know everything 
that goes on in the 
world. But I can never 
give my opinion. 

Aide Romero 



He lay 

He lay there so lifeless 
he sat there very still 
I pinched him in the shoulder 
What was this guy's deal? 

Still he did not move, 
I thought it was a joke. 
I realize now my dad was dead, 
I wish he hadn't smoked. 

Adam Brashears 

Haiku 

Head bowed over notebook, 
he claws and pushes thick bangs 
away from soft, dark eyes. 

Jennifer Robyn Campbell 
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Anna 

Look at everyone down there. 
I wonder if it is colder or warmer 
down there. 0 MY GOSH HER 
HAIR IS SHINY! 
I wonder what it would be like 
to have shorter legs. 

Aide Romero 



G.R. Taylor Elementary 
Whitehall 

Faculty Contact: Tamara Bailey 
Visiting Writers: Tom Franklin & Laura Gray 

Glad 

Glad smells like freshly soft grass 
Glad looks like snow in my front yard 
Glad tastes like a watermelon without seeds 
Glad feels like hot air 
Glad sounds like a frog going ribbit ribbit 

Stephanie Lynne Butts 

Madness 

Madness looks like a storm 
with lightning and thunder. 

Madness feels like a rough, spikey 
rock. 

Madness tastes like a sour, slimy 
piece of moldy spinach. 

Madness smells like a cockroach 
with 1600 tentacles and mold all 
over it. 

Madness sounds like a baby 
screaming in the night. 

Megan Mitchell 
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My Sister 

My sister is brushing her hair 
She sees the ivory brush 
She hears a wish sound 
She smells peach shampoo 
She tastes hair spray 
She feels hair 
She is like an actor 
She is thinking about going out. 

Megan Estes 

My Nephew 

My nephew is sleeping. 
He sees bottles. 
He hears his mom making dinner. 
He smells hamsters. 
He tastes milk. 
He feels a wet diaper. 
He is like a baby dog 
that does not have his eyes 
open. 
He is dreaming about a bottle 
that is warm. 

Angela Quarles 



Cooking 

My mother is cooking. 
She feels the grease popping her arms. 
She smells the chicken. 
She hears the chicken sizzling. 
She sees a fly buzz around the skillet. 
She's like a maid. 
She's thinking about getting married. 

Michael Boyland 

The Printer 

My Dad is printing 
He smells the chemicals in the air. 
He hears the printers rolling chik chik chik. 
He tastes Mountain Dew. 
He feels the air from the printers. 
He sees words and numbers appearing on the 
paper. 
He is like a magician. 
He is thinking about going home to me. 

Gretchen Pearce 
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Rain 

I like to play in the rain, 
taste the neon raindrops on my 
tongue. 
I like to stomp in the water puddles, 
and see the colorful rainbow up 
above. 
I like to look out my window 
I can see the little drops and big ones. 
It helps the trees grow tall. 
And water is for the wild animals, 
too. 
The rain likes all things 
God made them all for me and you. 

Hali Mechelle Studdard 



Gravette High School 
Gravette 

Faculty Contact: Jennifer Elliot 
Visiting Writers: James Katowich & Amy Nawrocki 

Gas Station 

The sound of the tires slowly rolling 
over, crushing the ground beneath them finds 
home in my chest. 
Another car, another empty nod, another lonely 
day in the sun. 
The scorching hot sun. 
But still, still I stand with this greasy gas 
pump in my right hand and my life in the 
other. 
Struggling to remember, to remember which goes back in the 
nozzle's sheath and which to plunge back in my heart. 
And still I stand. 

Neal Tawner 

The Jacket's Life 

I am a jacket, 
clothing an uncaring boy, 
flung in the dirt, 
torn at the seams. 
I haven't been cleaned, 
dirt stains my body, 
I taste the dust, 
and touch the ground. 
I hear the boy cursing at me, 
I feel saddened that I, 
once a beautiful garment, 
now no better than a dog's rag. 
I am looked upon with great disgust, 
the unchanged eyes of my owner. 
My only hope that I have, 
that some day I'll be too small, 
and go to another person, 
who will be more caring. 

Josiah Holland 
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You Can Tell You're Afraid 

When it feels like you' re holding 
A thorn bush in your soft hands, and 
When it tastes like a food that 
You have never tried before sizzling 
On your tastebuds. 
It sounds like rain hitting the 
Roof of an old house, and it smells 
Like dust burning your nostrils. 
It looks as if you are looking out 
The back seat of your car as a mad 
Man rushes toward you. 

Chris Hadley 



Sweet Victory 

Victory tastes like sweet cotton candy 
It's like standing on a cloud 
Watching the geese and F-16s cruise by 
It's like taking a stroll 
Through a garden of flowers 
Stopping to smell each carnation, 
Each rose. 
It's like relaxing in a La-Z-Boy 
Listening to the Nutcracker Suite 
And then 
It all ends 
You go back to your miserable, 
Little life. 

Patrick E. Coats 

The Sheriff 

Firework 

Flying bright and high 
Only to be consumed by the night. 
Up and away I go, glistening for all to see. 
How bright and shiny I gleam 
to know I have no future for anyone to see. 

Jarrod Spradling 

I am a sheriff riding on the open range 
chasing down a desperado who killed a 
man in Santa Fe, I don't recall being scared, 
I never left with my back in the wind, 
but I always get the job done. So I tried it 
again, I've got dust in my eyes from the sandy desert 
I've got thorns in my legs and hands from that 
brushy ride last night. When I come riding up 
close behind, I soon draw my gun. The blood 
starts to run. All the blood rushes to my head 
when I cock back the hammer my sights are set 
on death. 

Ty Marvin 
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Greenbrier Middle School 
Greenbrier 

Faculty Contact: Lyn Wilson 
Visiting Writers: Tom Franklin & Michael Carragher 

Loneliness 

Loneliness 
is a goldfish 
that swims 
and turns 
and jumps 
by itself 
in a creek 
the shape 
of a fishbowl. 

Colin Craft 

The Meal 

There was an old-fashioned man 
who ate eggs and bacon for breakfast. 
Although he was old 
he could throw together a meal 
in a matter of minutes. 
Ever since his wife died 
he still makes a meal for 
two. 

William Keller 
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Confusion 

Confusion is 
amaze 
the size of 
the sky 
within it 
confusion streams 
to a lake of 
tears to drown in. 

Tori O'Bannon 

Awe 

Awe is 
standing in the center 
of a three-rise platform 
with a gold medal 
around your neck 
and the flag 
of your country 
wrapped round your broad shoulders 
like a cape. 

John Mark Guerin 



G.I. Joe's Revenge 

I wish I had a real M16-Al machine gun! 
I would wait for the kid to go to sleep 
and blow his head off. 
Maybe I would throw a grenade 
in his cereal. 

I would rip off his leg 
like he did to me, or tie fire-crackers 
to his back. It's like being stuck 
in time with anger welling 
inside you. 

Ryan Reams 

Did I Become Plastic for This? 

Sometimes no one understands how I feel 

Deception 

Deception 
is like an empty 
bowl. 
It has nothing 
inside 
to feel 
bad about. 

Matt Brents 

about being ten inches tall with non-bendable legs and arms, 
or wearing these outfits with stringy hair. 
Everyone expects to see me with Ken, 
but Ken has a plastic attitude and personality. 
And my clothes are always too large or too little. 
Nothing ever fits just right. 
Sometimes I wish I were a race-car driver 
and could race round a track till I win. 
But my arms and legs forbid me that. 
Why didn't they make me of rubber at least? 
Did I become plastic for this? 

Amber Reid 
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Greene County Tech Primary School 
Paragould 

Faculty Contact: Lee Ross 
Visiting Writers: Sean Chapman & Amy Ramsden 

Curiousity 

I know they say curiosity kills 
the cat but just today I have to 
know what is that? That glow that 
comes from my neighbor's window. 
I have to know by the end of the 
day somehow someway. I know 
you think I'm crazy but I'm 
sure not lazy going on this adventure. 
Because if I don't go I'll never 
know what is the glow, in my 
neighbor's window. 

Sarah Crook 

Anger 

Anger is squeezing your 
favorite toy until it is thinner 
than a toothpick. It is looking 
in the mirror and watching 
your face go red, your 
eyes turn bloodshot 
and smoke comes out 
of your nose and ears just like a 
dragon until the room is filled with 
smoke. 

Daniel Loftin 
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In the Middle of Nowhere 

Anger 
Lightning striking a tree. 
Deadly gases surrounding me. 
Nowhere to go. 
In a tornado or a hurricane 
In the middle of a whirlpool in the ocean. 
A lava wave coming toward me. 

Kyle Osswald 



I'm a Clock 

I'm clock. I tick. I tock. I wake 
you up in the morning. You set 
me at night. I tell you when 
it's lunchtime. Tick Tock Tick 
Tock I'm a clock. I hate it 
when they hit me to shut my 
ticking off. I wish I wasn't 
a stupid clock tick tock 
tick tock. 

Kathryn Winston 

Sadness 

Lonely 

The lonely bird flies south 
without another bird flying 
beside him. The smell of summer 
flies on him. While winter is pushing 
him on. 

Whitney Hill 

Sadness is when someone you love dies. 
Sadness is hearing your dog bark in your 
dreams. Sadness is looking at someone 
poor and seeing them with very little 
clothes on. Sadness is like frost bite 
of the heart. 

Jennifer Arnold 
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Harrison High School 
Harrison 

Faculty Contact: Kitty Maes 
Visiting Writers: Steven Trulock & Chelsea Rathburn 

(untitled) 

My grandmother, a once bright, 
stiff new blue coat, now 
after years of winter storms, 
snowball fights and bitter cold, 
faded but soft, 
hanging in the closet, a light 
dull blue, but just as warm 
still with purpose. 

Let her out of the closet! Go through the park 
on a winter stroll; what has made 
her fade through all these years 
now holds a nostalgic sense. 

Jennifer Pope 

A 

Glance 

I saw her glance at you. 
The way masters tempt their dogs with food. 
She was so nauseously beautiful and radiant 
The way her body moved against 

the rhythmic night. 
And there I was 
Forced to gaze upon her showy display 
In all its disgusting grace and splendor. 
Such an unforgivable thing 
for one my lips once called friend. 

I saw her glance at you. 
And you glanced back. 

Bonni Nickens 

12-Year-Old Grandmother Crosses The Atlantic 
In Chocolate Bomb Factory Balloon 

Wanted the doll for her birthday
Didn' t get-
Gave birth to nineteen
Set them loose early. 
The role of Granny seemed too grueling 
Wanted to travel 
Couldn't buy the plane ticket with three dollars 
and thirteen cents-
Ripped-off Willy Wonka. 

Beth Hartman 
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Woman Claims Her Springy Hair Saved Her 
From Near-Fatal Bungee Accident 

At 4:45 PM yesterday afternoon, 
Mary, a local chairperson, 
Was released from the hospital. 
Her friend, the captain 
(who frequently accepts cakes 
for payment for riding in his yacht), 
Claims to be an eyewitness. 
He states that she, 
when taking the plunge, 
Suddenly snapped the bungee cord 
With her extremely long fingernails. 
Hurtling through the air, 
Her fate seemed sealed, 
For her head was first to hit. 
However, she lives, 
And her hair she thanks, 
For its coils, as springs, 
Made her bounce. 

Kristin Parkhill 

(untitled) 

A double-wide trailer home 
parked in the midst of 
a menagerie of rusty beaten Cameros. 
This is she. 
As she glances across the courtyard 
peppered with three-legged dogs
she knows she is not an average 
dwelling. 
Her vinyl paneling is merely a shell 
for the veneer shelving she contains. 
The vast riches spill out 
through the tom, rickety, screen door. 

Lara Cato 
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Jessie 

My sister Jessica 
is like a paper clip, 
twisty-tumy, 
escaping 

Then you figure it out 
and she is predictable
the bends you know 
before they happen. 

The paper she holds together 
is her life, 
always organized 
never to be found 

Young, newly bought, 
she is working hard already 
to do something other than 
get lost. 

Christen Gowing 



Hillcrest Elementary 
Jonesboro 

Faculty Contact: Jolyne Hurley 
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs & Rob Griffith 

Who Is Time? 

Time, you use it every day. 
But who is Time? 
Time is a man who is always calm. 
Time is always ticked-off. 
His arms are different lengths, 
and he's known his numbers to 12 since 
he was born. Time always 
has himself on his hands. 

Brandon Stroud 

Intensity 

My hands become spinning police sirens. 
My toes become burning coals. 
My ankles become buzzing lawnmowers. 
My bones become sticks of dynamite. 

Mrs . Hurley's 4th grade class 

Love 

Happiness 

I am happy when school's out. 
My hands become purring calico cats. 
My eyes become fluttering butterflies. 
My feet become tulips tip-toeing through the 
green grass. 

Sydney Bishop 

I am telling my eyes not to tum into flowers. 
I am telling my hair to not tum into a flowing river. 
I am putting a coat over my body 
so the wind will barely show. 

Tracy Craig 
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Intense 

My blood rushes into the rapids of a river. 
My heart beats into February hail hitting a car. 
My voice booms into a race car being revved up. 
My legs launch into rockets. 

Willie Little 

Who Is Night? 

I am wearing a dark dress, but 
I have a shiny head. 
I move in darkness. 

Sarah Hackney 

Fear 

My head becomes a motion detector. 
My feet become two galloping horses. 
My hands become as still as a mouse. 
My eyes become as keen as binoculars. 

Nate Looney 

Stress 

My head turns into iron. 
My mouth turns into a roaring tiger. 
My legs are Chinese men chopping celery. 
My heart becomes a big, bass drum. 
My fingers turn into rain, clunk, clunk, clunk. 

Jonathan Parkey 
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Humphrey Elementary 
Humphrey 

Faculty Contact: lciphine Jones 
Visiting Writers: James Katowich & Michael Carragher 

Ed 

Little boy Ed 
come blow your tuba 

'cause the chicken's 
in the woods 

and the cows 
are in 
Cuba. 

Where' s the boy 
who blows the tuba? 

In the bed 
with a pillow 
on his head. 

Cole Crossland 

The Race 

On your mark, get set, go! 
Finally we can start the show. 
Everything is so wintry white. 
Oops! Someone' s coming up on my right. 
Now he's got me on the run. 
Ooh, I shouldn' t have eaten that bun! 
Gliding fast over the snow, 
Faster and faster we all go. 
Glance over my shoulder to the right
Flipped over the wall, man what a sight! 
Banged up, bunged up, but I'll be okay, 
Just a little sorer tomorrow than today. 

Stephen Addison 
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The Duck House 

The Duck House 
is where 
my step-dad plucks ducks. 

The Duck House 
smells like 
rotten guts. 

The Duck House 
looks like 
a small kitchen. 

The Duck House 
has a table 
to cut the 
excess parts off, 

Also it has a feather-picker, 
a sink, and 
a lot of 
refrigerators. 

And that's what 
the Duck House 
is like. 

Danielle Nicole White 



Grandpa 

He feels the cold weathered leather 
beneath his hands as he guides 
his old tractor through the field. 
He hears the sound of the 
engine roaring as though 
1,000 lions were put into that 
one tiny engine. 
He tastes the dryness of the 
air on this cold winter day. 
As the day nears an end 
he watches the beautiful 
sunset, and thinks to himself 
how lucky he is to be alive. 

Paige Marie Henry 

Twister 

I twist and turn. 
I pick up trees and 
houses, cars and toys. 
I engulf them in my funnel. 
I can feel the suction-
! am the suction! 
I am undefeatable! 
I see the humans run 
Pitiful humans! 
I hear the screams 
as I tear through town. 
I taste the dirt, 
brown and gritty. 
The town is silent; 
my destruction is done. 

Heidi Kendall 

How to Teach a Pig to Fly 

First you hot-glue wings above the front legs, 
hold your nose and try not to smell it. 
Make sure the pig is healthy by watching its actions. 
Take it up in an airplane then drop it. 
If there's any damage below say it saw 
a mud-hole on a cloud. 
Take a bath, go to bed, and in the morning 
have some bacon. 
Make sure the bacon doesn't have 
glue in it. 

Cole Crossland 
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Jacksonville Elementary 
Jacksonville 

Faculty Contact: Susan Buchanan 
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin, Amy Nawrocki, James Katowich 

& Troy Benowitz 

All My Hair 

All my hair so long but short 
All my hair brown but red 
All my hair falls out on the Pacific coast 

Chennetta Edmondson 

Crabs 

Crabs snapping at me 
It's about to bite my thumb 
I cut it in half 

Jenesha Graydon 

Train Engineer 

One day there was a train 
Outside-it looked rusty and old. 
So I said how about a little shine? 
I went in the house, got some cleaning 
Stuff and went back to the train. First 
I will clean the wheels, no I will 
Clean nothing. So I went to the train 
Station and asked for a job. And I got 
A job. The first thing I did was said this 
Train is dirt. The boss say don't worry 
We have a cleaner person and that will 
Be you. I will be the cleaner of trains. 
Yes! Go clean this one right here. 
I cleaned it and cleaned it. I got so 
Tired of that job I said this job 
Stinks and I want to quit! This 
Job is the worst thing ever! So I 
Packed my things and went home. I 
Was angry, tired, mad, and sweaty all 
over my body. I will never be a train 
Cleaner ever again. That train made 
A reckless sound. 

Jessica McAffee 
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(untitled) 

The rollercoaster 
Races toward the sturdy loop 
I am scared to death 

Maegan Pritchett 

Saturn 

The Bird Watcher 

I catch thousands of different birds 
and stuff them in my small cramped 
house. They make their nests in and 
on top of the fridge. At night and in 
the morning they make all sorts of 
noises. I am usually up all night. Every 
day I have a bad smell of bird 
droppings in the house. I don't have 
many people that come to my house. Many 
people don't like me because I have 
so many birds. One man with a plaid 
shirt came and wanted a drink and 
I opened the refrigerator and a big 
ostrich climbed out. The man ran 
and screamed "you crazy person." All 
I said was, "What! What! What's wrong!" 

Lauren Smith 

Take the rings and put them on your finger, 
take the planet for a basketball, 
and Saturn is a wrestler's name. 

Scott R. 
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Rabbit 

A rabbit is like a pogo stick hopping 
and hopping 
with long legs and strong handle bars 
hopping wherever it pleases. 

Stephanie Church 



Fan 

I see a fan high above 
with pigeons riding it and one 
little dove. It is the happy 
nrrerry-g~rotu1d. 

Jasmine Wakefield 

Sunset 

is like a ball of fire going 
out. Sunset is like a big ball 
of paint coming down from the 
sky. Sunset is like colors 
falling down on earth. 

Brandon Davis 
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Pencils 

If you tum a pencil up
side-down it could be the 
Washington monument. If 
you touch its black surface 
is could be gasoline. If you 
smell the pencil it smells 
like dirty clothes. 

Joshua Wade 

The First Italian Festival 

Cooking on the grill 
Drips from hamburgers and fries 
Very hot brown grease 

Falesha Graydon 



Fear 

Fear is red eyes peeking at you from 
under the dresser and fear is dolls walking around 
on the dresser. Fear is when you are being chased 
by your neighbor's dog. 

Tammy Creer 

Clouds 

The clouds look like 
mashed potatoes. 

Courtney Rogers 

In My World 

Where women are 
paintbrushes and 
men are pencils. 
Where cars are 
made of pepperonis 
and the sky is 
the ground and 
the ground is 
the sky and 
flowers are 
pickles. 

Antonia Washington 

The Dog 

Winter 

In the winter time 
I use my hands 
to rake the leaves. 

Courtney Rogers 

Growl growl the black Doberman growl snip snap 
the dog bites ow get a bandaid I put it 
on the bleeding finger drip the blood hits the 
ground the dog leaves in sorrow bye bye 

Charles Arum 
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King Elementary 
Van Buren 

Faculty Contact: Martha Rager 
Visiting Writers: Rob Griffith & Maria Stafford 

A Mop 

is like hairs that have been braided 
that's been drowning in a sea of soap 
where germs stay for centuries on 
the stick. The old lady that last used one 
said it was invaded by termites. 

Josh Bishop 

Summer 

Summer is like lightning 
gone in a flash 

Summer is a high school band 
fun for a while 
but sometimes sad 

Summer is like oatmeal 
hot at first then 
it cools down 

Summer is like a funnel cloud 
twirling round 
and round then coming 
to an end 

Summer only comes once 
a year such as Christmas 
only it is three months 
and Christmas but one day. 

Savannah Didier 

Macho Midget the Wrestler 

Macho Midget is small as a peanut 
He's as strong as a diesel ant 
His moves are like lightning 
shocking you 
His head is as bald as a red apple 
His arms are tatooed like snake skin. 

Class Poem 

My Knuckles 

My knuckles feel like hard 
stone. They look like the Appalachian 
Mountains. I use them when I'm in 
trouble with other kids, I swing 
them around. When I hit the table 
it sounds like rocks breaking on 
something. They feel like gold metals. 

My knuckles help me on my homework 
and tell me the answers on math 
Sometimes they fall off and I have 
to tape them back on. One day 
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I forgot to get them some clothes, 
their clothes look like fur on a bear. 

Daniel Ramos 



The Bird 

It flies in the air 
and it's pretty. It builds 
a nest for its babies where 
it feeds her babies seeds then worms 
and other foods that keep them 
healthy and after a while 
the mother teaches them 
to fly. 

Leon Russell 

My Pet Platypus 

I found him by the banks 
of the Arkansas River 

Like a snake he would slither 

I picked him up and took him 
home 

Like a lost kid in Wal-Mart 
he would roam 

How to know for sure you're in the King Opera House 

To know if you're in the 
opera house you might 
feel really cold, but if you 
do, that means the phantom 
is near. And you can hear 
the organ playing and 
see the movement of the 
actors, taste death, smell it too. 

Jacob Hoffman 

His feet were as big as a basketball 

His neck was long and tall 

I thought he was here 
to stay 

But he went back home 
yesterday. 

Megan Batey 
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Lakeside Elementary 
Hot Springs 

Faculty Contact: Janet Tarkington 
Visiting Writers: Troy Benowitz & Paul Bone 

Osiris 

My name is Osiris. I'm a God. 
My sister took my arms and legs 
and dumped me in the river. 
Pyramids and statues crumble 
down to the ground. 
My sister ruled Egypt. 
This caused chaos everywhere. 
Some lived and died while the Nile 
runs dry. 
And bones covered with 
more sand. 

Nam P. Nguyen 

Lakes 

Pontoon boats ride right by buoys 
Ski boats almost hit the sandy shore 
people swim in calm water 

Kyle Bradbury and Mitch Hansen 
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The Toucan that Had One Color 

There once was a 
toucan that had one 
color. He was surprised he 
had only one color so he went 
to Sky God and 
asked, "Sky God, 
please can I have 
more colors?" 
Sky God said "it 
isn't that easy, Toucan. 
You have to get 
the hair of the Lion. 
And get the milk 
of the Cow." So the next 
day Toucan tried to 
get a hair of 
the Lion and the 
milk of the Cow. 
And he accomplished it 
and went back to 
Sky God and got 
the colors Green, Yellow, 
Orange, Brown, and White. 

Lindsey Spicher 



The Vacant Lot 

Once there was a lot near a neighborhood. Sewer water was running by, and near that 
construction was going on. Kids played on the lot. They made clubhouses on it, and 
collected berries which they found on the trees next door. They put berries on the 
metal parts of machines and cars that once were there. There was dirt like clay, and 
with it, day after day, the kids met at the lot and had so much fun. 

But then, they grew up and went away, and the lot was left alone. Year after year, 
month after month, the lot was left alone. The houses that once were beautiful were 
now knocked down, and as the grown-up children remembered, the lot they used to 
play at was now probably gone. When they were children, they called it "Club Lot." 
Now, they call it "The Vacant Lot." 

Pamela Rakhshan 

The playground 

Merrill Lynch 

Merrill Lynch is my 
Dad's work. My favorite 
part is the copy machine. 
One time I stuck my 
hands and face on it. 
But it doesn't hurt. 
What I do is turn off the lights 
and close my eyes 
so it won't hurt. 

Lindsey Spicher 

Noisy swings that can drive you crazy and bullies picking on you and walking around 
with nothing to do or say but finally the ringy ding ding of the bell can be heard all 
around everyone pushing and shoving all through the line and the teacher yelling 
loudly forward march and the line gives way and that's what happens every day on 
the playground. 

Kyle Bradbury 
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Lakeside Intermediate School 
Hot Springs 

Faculty Contact: Terry Lawler 
Visiting Writers: Paul Bone & James Katowich 

Child Floating in a Creek 

The cold water is flowing under my back 
the bright and blue fishes 
are tickling 
my hands 

The sun is shining in my face 
like tear drops in a pool 

some green and brown leaves 
flutter to my face 

As I float down a cold creek 

shouting began 
people shouted 

that I was floating 

down a cold creek. Uncle saves 
me from being in a whirl 
pool. 

Mandi Romero 
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Child Lost in a Garden 

The banana squash lying still 
like a lazy old lion. While grapes are 
in a tanning bed becoming raisins. 
As my feet touch the top of the 
apricot tree 
there are the black 
berries as 
usual lying there 
getting black. But I see 
mywayout. I 
jump and land in 
the roses. So 
I pull out the 
thorns and 
run until I 
reach the blue 
berries lying like 
a big purple polka
dotted 
bear, I jump 
over them and I get out but have 
to solve my next problem-the 
locked door! 

Bryan Hale 



Child in a Tornado 

I feel the wind blowing. 
I smell the sap from the old 
demolished pine tree. 
I see the iron water pipe, water hose 
dog, mouse, 2x4, Lincoln navigator 
as hail falls sideways to the ground. 

Jordan P. 

Child Running Down a Trail 

A shady place 
is a trail 
with trees, 
trees everywhere, 
waterfalls by the trail, 
steep, dirty, 
painted trees 
on their bark, 
sunlight through 
the trees, 
people wearing shades. 
The wind whistles like 
birds chirping in 
the morning, 
people pointing at clouds they 
can see like a rabbit 
or bird. 
I run to see fish in the creek 
of Lake Catherine, I get cuts, 
bruises, and scratches when I 
run because of the rocks, 
weeds, and sticker bushes. 

Chloe McNeil 

Child on a Prairie 

The grass blows like a disturbed ocean. 
The wind slides through my hair like a comb. 
The grass tickles my feet as I brush and 
Trample through the grass in the wide, rolling 
prairie. 

Tyler Creasy 

Child Lost in the Woods 

Running through the woods 
It looks like the trees have mean faces, 
The twigs are brushing up against 
my body, 
The smell of pine trees in the air, 
I taste the pine needles in my mouth 
as I run:, 
I see the birds staring and hear 
them squawking. 

Michelle Perez 



Lynn High School 
Lynn 

Faculty Contact: Sharon Oliver 
Visiting Writers: Tom Franklin & David Koen 

Small Town Rush 

Rush! Rush! Gotta rush! 
It's three o'clock, school's out! 
I jet to my car 

throw it in reverse, then 
drive, gotta go! 
Speed as fast as I can down 
School Road, hope Davis doesn't see. 
Turn left (brakes!), man 
that barn shouldn't 
be so close to the end 

of the road. 
Tum left again, this is already 
getting old. 

I screech past the supermarket 
oops Chris was in the road ( oh well) 
I try to wave at Mrs. Richey; but 
she doesn't see (blind, I guess) 

Oh! I almost missed it, 
gotta hit the right light. 

Grandma says check the mail 
or don't come home. 

I fly out of the driveway-
Ugh! Jerald! I wish 

he would stay at his gas station. 
By Susan selling flowers 
but must get to the cafe, gotta 
work. 

(Boss is large!) Rushing 
in I see Charlie, Dale and JC 
all heading over to 
the Variety Shop across the road 

to buy handkerchiefs. 
I'm at work 

safe 
such stress 

for such a small town. 

Tabitha Liles 
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Iron 

The 0-shaped metal 
lying in the earth 
rusting from the raw, 
disintegrating from the sun, 
brushed clean by the wind, 
covered by moss. 
Fingers, 
going through the earth 
scratching on the pail 
once a bucket of lard 
carried by a young boy doing chores, 
feeding the cows, 
wearing his boots and coveralls, 
throwing the pail at a pack 
of wolves howling at the moon. 

Jason Winspeaux 

New Way to See 

A third eye 
would be like a snow 
day in the middle of summer 
on the Fourth of July 
while mesmerized 
by the rocketing fire 
works bombarding 
the snow 
angels. 

Erin Morgan 



Tool Love 

He gave me a pipe 
wrench for our ten 
month anniversary. 

He gave me a yellow 
twenty gauge shotgun shell 
for a surprise. 

He gave me a two
by-four when he 
graduated. 

I got overalls 
for Christmas. 

He gave me a C-clarnp 
on a date. 

I gave him a ring 
for his birthday. 

Rosa Glenn 

Farming 

The earth revolved around the sun 
like the wheel of a tractor turning. 
Inside the tractor was a man 
with hands rough as gravel 
that sat motionless 
as the wheel turned 
like the earth revolving 
around the sun. 

Nathan 
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Strawberry 

At Strawberry's intersection 
a flaming couch 
lights up the town 
in the middle of the 
night. 

Strawberry's intersection 
is where you can 
see how far 
your truck 
can squeal tires. 

On the weekends people 
at Strawberry 
show each other how loud 
their sound systems 
can get. 

Strawberry's intersection 
is where Chris can do a doughnut 
in his Mustang 

As you cruise up 
and down the streets 
of Strawberry 
looking at all the little 

. buildings. 

Bryan Luther 



Mammoth Spring Elementary 
Mammoth Spring 

Faculty Contact: Janet King 
Visiting Writers: Rob Griffith & Zack Thomas 

Angel Eyes 

Walking through a hayfield, 
I see a sparkle in the sky, 
Like teeny-tiny diamonds 
dancing all around me, 
dancing to the rhythm of the wind 
and the moon, 
watching me every second, every moment, 
every day. 

Megan Burke 

Spring River 

Water gliding smoothly over rocks 

Grandpa Wearing a Tutu 

He sees himself leaping in the mirror. 
He hears Grandma cackling like a tickled spider 
fern. 
He feels tight pantyhose. 
He smells hairspray that fixes his pigtails. 
He tastes the floor that he fell on 
as he ungracefully leaps into a door. 
He thinks, "I should have gone into explosives." 

Katy Kersey 

like ice skaters at the Olympics. Fish race 
against the current like leaves against the 
wind. 
Birds come back like kids from summer 
vacation. Finally, the water stops gliding 
and scarcely begins to turn around before 
it hits the waterfall. Turtles peeking 
up out of the water like German spies. 

Brandon James Tibbits 
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My Wish Come True 

I had a motor 
cycle that could fly so high 
in the sky that there was no 
one to talk to, just me 
and my bike. 

Brent Cherry 

Terry 

Sitting in my tall tulip tree sits Terry. 

Hardy 

The smell of burning leaves comes to her. 
She can see all of our town from her perch high in the tree. 
She can feel the sharp, crisp wind blowing her tangled hair. 
She can taste the sweetness of the air. 
She can hear the birds flying above her, telling all winter has come. 
Then Terry climbs down like a weak baby bird to walk 
to the cool, splashing river. 
Then to herself she adds, "I will miss summer." 

Ashley Brown 

Hardy is alive every day. 
Cars talk to one another, 
and the wind whistles like a person, 
and restaurants cook food for people. 
The trains deliver packages like postmen 
while stores open their mouths for people to come in. 
One house wakes up and opens its windows like eyes. 

T.J. Richey 
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Marion Intermediate School 
Marion 

Faculty Contact: Kim Voyles 
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennelly & Tom Franklin 

How to Fall in Love 

First, wear dark tight black jeans to attract his attention. 
Climb to the tallest tree in a rain forest, 
entwine yourself in mesh and lace, 
run down Main Street with your eyes dosed, 
pucker up all the time. 
Put snails in your pocket. 
play all sports he plays, 
get muddy. 
Steal sports equipment. 
Look in his eyes and put a spell on him. 
He walks up to you, picks you up, 
and hugs you and swings you around. How to Talk to a Dandelion 

Brooke Campell 

These Strange Things (and Their Attitudes) 

The plaid Chihuahua 
was chewing on the 
caramel monkey wrench 
when a striped platypus 
bit his tail. Then the 
the bumpy cotton candy 
yelled at the bloody 
crystal. Then the sour 
Yucca Tree said to the 
chocolate little people 
that he was bitter. 
Then the smelly anaconda played 
the harmonica 
while the furry boulder 
slept. 

Kim Lewis 
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First wait till the spring when 
they come out to play & then 
play hide-go-seek with it and 
then ask it does it want 
to be your friend then talk 
about dirt because that's what 
it eats but never talk about 
lawn mowers because its Sis 
got cut off by one yesterday 
try to talk about glasses 
because he doesn't want to 
wear his never sneeze because 
its petals will fall off ask 
it to come for a drink of water 
it loves it that is how to talk 
to a dandelion 

Jared Cox 



How to Fix a Broken Space Ship 

Ask some Aliens 
to help you fix 
the outer hull. Then you have to get a waffle
textured piece 
to put on the broken piece of the hull. 
Next you have to melt 
creatures called Orans 
to make a super paste. 
If you want to make the paste stronger 
mix it with Oracs. 
A very rare species. 
One tool you would need is a mini laser 
oven. You have to tum it to 400° F 
to melt the waffle piece to the paste. 
Then you need a tool 
called laser scissors because the Yeaks, 
the supply species, always send 
the wrong 
size. 

Alan Hickerson 

How to Eat the Moon 

When the sky turns black, 
go out to the owl on your house, 
look at the cratered moon, 
grab the smart owl by the feet, 
jump until you're weightless, 
let the owl guide you to the moon, 
when you land, get a spoon, 
scoop it like ice-cream and eat. 
It tastes like sugar cookies just baked. 
When you're done, float down to the earth 
go to your room, lie down and sleep until 
the moon comes back. 

Michael Montgomery 
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McGehee Elementary 
McGehee 

Faculty Contact: Patti Smith 
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler & David Koen 

Happiness 

There was a guy named Todd 
He was happy every day and 
would do funny things to make 
people laugh and 
he enjoyed it. 

Zach Bates 

A Snicker Bar 

(untitled) 

A gazelle is the color of dirt 
Inside the gazelle are blades of grass 
Outside the gazelle there is golden fur 
The fur belongs to a lion 
who has recently feasted on gazelle 
The lion is resting in a soft patch of dirt 
Around him are a lioness and young cubs 
The cubs have just had their first hunting lesson 
Their stomachs are finally satisfied 
They have enjoyed this lesson 
And they nervously await their next meal 
which they hope will be zebra. 

Natalie Smith 

Nougat, caramel, chocolate, a Snicker bar
A hand with great hair, a mouth open 
wide, a great sensation of a first bite. 
A lonely look from across the table, money 
in the machine, 
a thump-
out comes another Snicker bar. 
A sensational bite from across the table. 

LaurenS. 
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The Rings of Saturn 

I wonder how Saturn got its rings, 
the rocks all bunched up together, 
the rings long and wide, curving their 
way to get a better look at the land. 
Saturn has had all those years 
looking at the clouds all dusted 
from a storm, looking beyond 
the stars and visiting with the 
other planets, wishing they could go 
just a little bit farther. The rings 
are beautiful and thick. 

Brittany Moss 

Found 

Once I found a football on the sun. 
It was dark brown with white lines on it 
and had been burned a lot. 

Snake Tornado 

One day I was 
outside in my Sunday dress 

When all of a sudden 
there happened to be a 

snake flying and then 
more showed up it happened 

to be a snake tornado. 

Kenesha Montgomery 

So it showed a lot of string that was on the inside 
of it. 
This is how it got up there. 
Once my brother and I were playing football. 
When he kicked, 
it went up and did not come down. 

James Lockwood 
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Morrilton Junior High School 
Morrilton 

Faculty Contact: Bill Koonce 
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray & Zack Thomas 

Feline Fears 

What's keeping her-
that crazy-talking woman of ours? 
Does she not know 
an empty stomach detests darkness? 
Friskies, Whiskas, 9-Lives, 
ground beef, tuna, warm milk, 
a stale biscuit-
anything for the moment. 
A gentle word, 
scratches behind our ears. 

So by the oak tree 
on the grassy lawn 
we wait 
for our warm bed on wheels 
which rest the loving hands 
that feed us. 

Katheryne Spivey 

A Waltz 

As my cheek touches the pillow, 
the note begins acapella. 

My Daydreams 

I look out my window 
While beautiful butterflies 
Float past my imagination, 
And I start to dream. 

As the sky fades to oceans, 
I smell the crisp air, 
And it allures me. 
The tides rise and fall. 

I slowly reach 
The deep dreary forest 
That awaits my appearance. 

The trees reassure me. 
And then send me back 
To my bedroom window 
Where I first began. 

Amanda Darter 

The graceful woodwinds begin a neat Beethoven waltz 
as the brassy French horns move outward, 
meeting the trumpets and tubes over the orchestra. 
The maestro with graceful baton in hand 
while I soar higher, 
as the last soulful, water-like notes 
brings the song to its finale 
as consciousness' cold grip 
catches me again. 

Holly Marie Brown 
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Through the Eye of a Needle 

My eye is a thread 
of many colors 
being driven into the harsh 
grains of synthetic braids. 
The greasy, tasteless odor 
of burning oil 
being tom from the must 
of barren fields of fiber, 
unknowing to the journeys that lie ahead. 

Tina Toney 

The Mountains 

The mountains are gray; 
they have trees, and the animals 
are loud and beautiful, 
and so are the dogwoods when they bloom. 
The rocks are like turtle shells, 
They are pretty when moss grows on them. 
The moss is green and soft like a girl's hair. 

Clint Huff 
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(untitled) 

I am Fred. 
I am dead. 
Instead of moving, 
I am still instead. 
I feel the bugs, 
I feel the grubs, 
and I go pale. 
My bones grow stale. 
After a while 
I'm nothing but shale. 

Aeron Stobaugh 

(untitled) 

The smell of dirt, 
the flower-filled 
air. 
Your apron strings 
and dirt-covered nails. 
The joy it brought 
to see you there 
around the flowers 
by the creek bank 
bare. 

Kathryn E. Aishman 



Oakdale Junior High School 
Rogers 

Faculty Contact Frankie Langenegger 
Visiting Writers: Steven Trulock & Maria Stafford 

14-year-old Cat-cow Swims To China 

A freak in a circus side show 
Two horns, green eyes 
And an udder underneath 
A long sleak tail and hooves with claws 
Longs for a place to be loved 
A chance to escape 
She climbs over the cage 
Her claws scratching the wood 
She Jumps 
And, landing on her feet (of course) 
She gives a moo of relief 
She runs to shore 
And shudders at the sight of water 
But she goes on, into the ocean 
And swims 
Fur matted, nostrils choking with the salty water 
Days and days of ridicule 
By (what she considers) odd looking fish 
She makes it to China 
Where she currently sells fortune cookies 
10 for a dollar 
(Half price if you don't gawk at her). 

Erin Kindy 

He Was 

a mountain still for ages 
a river slipping across the 
smoothed bed of rocks 
a kite flying o'er the sun 
a cloud drifting freely 
a leaf falling gently 
an eagle soaring above the tree tops 
a wave upon the shore 
a boy sitting at his desk in school 

Jaclyn Smith 
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(untitled) 

She needs the color red 
in her evening dress 

and in her satin shoes 
in her car 

and in her room 
in her house 

and in her closet, 
but she only has the color blue 

in everything. 

Jennifer Blount 



The End of Time is Tomorrow 

"The end of time is tomorrow" I 

You will see 
I was told by a little bee. 

Painting 

The bee which stood very tall 
said he saw it in a plastic ball He made paintings 

that were of trees 

The ball, he added, came from a snake 
which came from a golden lake 

that were of mountains 
that were of ships in the ocean 

But the lake is very blue He made paintings 
during the day 
under the stars 

and the Beaver said he saw it too 

I think it was all a tale by the light of the moon 

because the beaver and the bee 
were sitting in a tree He made paintings 

in his mind 
while he slept 
in his dreams 

And the stars in their eyes 
Said they were very good with lies. 

Toni Fitzpatrick Scott Johnson 

Joe's Diner 

My sister stripped for men. 
She'd take off all her clothes , 
She wasted half her life away 
Working up at Joe's. 
She thinks of all the glamour 
That she could have had, 
When she looks into the mirror, 
It always makes her sad. 
She worked with all her sweat and 
blood, 
She took a man to bed. 
We found her face down in the mud I 

and now the poor girl's dead. 
Now we look back at her and see 
The way the story goes. 
This all happened out of lust, 
and working up at Joe's. 

Jason Marneineke 
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Oak Grove Elementary 
Paragould 

Faculty Contact: Nancy Wooldridge 
Visiting Writers: Gary Enns & Michael Carragher 

Sun Cars 

You see the sun come 
down the roads and up 
the hills and round 
the turns and through 
the town 
like lava 

and stop at the red light. 

Cori Irby 

Feather Moon 

George Washington 

George Washington lost an election. 
He sold his teeth for firewood. 
He recycled his wig. 
He saved all the cans he could 
but he never made more than ten dollars. 
So he lived in a shack near Wal-Mart forever. 

Hunter Faulkner 

A feather moon is white and black. 
Every night the moon is full. 
When the wind blows feathers fall 
from the moon but the moon grows more feathers. 
And then they fall too. 
The moon is bright when feathers fall. 
The dogs howl at night. 
The moon is bright when feathers fall. 
The moon is very bright. 

Kristin W. 
Crossing the North Fork River Barefoot 

Walking across the river with minnows tickling my feet. 
Swimming in the water seeing fish and turtles. 
Touching the stones on the sides with all different shapes, 
some feeling rough, some smooth, some different 
than any others. 
Like little pebbles put together. 

Misty McCracken 
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Clownosaurus 

Oh help me, have you seen my dinosaur? 
He's wearing a clown-suit 
with a red nose 
and polka-dots 
a hundred stripes 
with white lines. 
He's kind of shy 
when you say Hi. 
He's got two heads, 
one with horns 
one with sharp teeth. 
If you see this dinosaur call 239-0SA-URUS. 

Steve Eason 

Stunned Sun 

My Mother and Father, When They Met 

When we met you looked like a dove 
and then I fell in love. 
On our first date you looked kind of cute 
but I knew that you had shot things. 

Cassy Bledsoe 

On a bright sunny day the sun was shining so bright it lit up the whole earth. 
The wind was blowing softly. 
Smell the nice flowers. 
Taste plums from the plum-tree. 
Feel the warmth in the air. 
I like to lie on the grass and pick out different-shaped clouds 
and feel the blowing wind on my face. 
But there is only one day of your life when it does this. 
Once a lifetime. 
Then the whole earth goes black. 

Josh Slatton 
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Our Lady of the Holy Souls 
Little Rock 

Faculty Contact: Gretchen Gowen 
Visiting Writers: Alison Pelegrin, Amy Nawrocki, Troy Benowitz, Jim Hillis, 

Chris Carpenter & Peter Kessler 

Gray Dolphins 

Gray dolphins 
sing echoes 
under the full moon. 

Win Wardlaw 

Moon 

From watching the moon 
I turned and my friendly old 
shadow led me home. 

Tyler Hill 
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Fear 

is the dark of night, 
the creaks and noises in the shadows, 
the things you cannot see. 

Racfu:zel Moreau 

Praying Mantis 

A praying Mantis waits for its prey. 
It camouflages itself waiting for its prey. 
Slash. It eats its prey. 

Nathan, 2B 



Sun 

Bright and shiny I 
am a gold medal that hangs 
in the sky above. 

Allison Davis 

Cheetah Flip-Flop 

When I run it takes me 

Our Moon 

Our shadow moon has blue spots. 
Sometimes it's shaped like a banana 
and sometimes it looks like a black-eyed face. 
It sounds like a cricket singing its song. 

KA Group Poem 

Mice 

Trapped in our prison 
With only a running wheel 
And fake food pellets 

Amanda Alsbrook 

only two seconds to reach my top 
speed which is 70 mph. 
But, 
I twist my ankle sometimes. 

Anthony Papa 
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Fear 

She was in a dark shack. She went 
to a closet, but it was empty 
except for a burned-out light 
bulb. As she looked out the shattered 
glass window, she saw a black cat 
with dark, shiny, green eyes that 
seemed to look straight through 
her as it purred softly. As she 
came out of the shack, she walked 
along the dark, lonely roads. She 
came toward a deep, dark alley 
where she could see fearsome, 
terrifying shadows. She heard 
cats' scratches and could almost 
feel their sharp claws. When 
she came out of the alley, she 
felt relieved for the amount of 
time it took for her heart to 
beat once. As she wandered around, 
she was lost in a cloud of hazy 
fog with only a dreary, dark 
moon to be guided by. This Darn Car 

Whitney Tharp I wake again and now I know 
That I'm out here in the snow 
While they're inside, all nice and warm. 
I know I'll soon have to perform 
they'll start me up cruel as you please 
and I know I'd be on my knees 
If I had them, but I don't 
so I suppose kneel I won't 
then they'll pull out, turn around, 
never mind the icy ground. 
If they slip it's "this darn car!" 
"I always said it wouldn't go far." 
It's not their fault, oh goodness, no! 
They're driving me too hard in the snow 
and as we fall in the ravine, 
They still don't know that they've been mean. 

Ned Matthews 
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Luxurious! 

Precious Jewels fall from afar, 
castles in the sky, 

Hands 

My hands cringe at the thought of more notes 
My head aches from concentrating for hours 
My eyes strain to see the dusty chalkboard 
But now I know one more pointless verb phrase. 

Nick Gowen 

living in a mansion lined with gold and gems, 
diamonds, rubies, emeralds too. 
All the world for me and you, 
fancy dresses laced with silk, 
money flowing in the sea, 
rare diamonds come to me. 
Caviar and champagne wine from the finest 
grapes, 
fantastic cakes too tall to see the end, 
living glory for you and me. 
Violins and flutes to enchant the night away. 
away unto a world of fantasy, 
all of the joy for me and you! 

Emalee Long 

Shocked 

My life is in a bubble that has 
been popped way too many times. I saw a toad 
eat on a rabbit and a snake eat both. There 
was a slimy pizza that ate me, now I am 
alone. In the shadows of the dark I'm lost. 
Slimy, gooey oceans come up on me. Monsters in 
the dark come closer. I'm shocked, my life is still 
before my heart. 

Maggie Morris 
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Boring 

Boring is like playing a board game on a rainy day. 
Boring is doing homework on an exciting day, but not 
allowed to play. Boring is reading a dull book and having 
to write a report on it. It is like being in detention hall 
and 
writing out of the dictionary when you could be hanging 
with friends or at a party or something. It is like not 
being able to go to the movies because you have to 
babysit your little brother. It is like doing a puzzle 
with your grandmother. It is like going to a rosary or 
funeral for someone you do not know. It is like when you 
are on vacation in Florida and it is raining so you cannot 
swim or walk on the beach. It is like on a Saturday and 
your neighborhood friends are grounded. 

Boring is not a good thing, it is terrible, dark, 
and dim. My advice is to stay away from it so your life 
can 
be exciting! BORING!BORING!BORING!!!!!!! 

Ashley Grimsley 
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The Undertaker 

I wish I could be like 
Bozo. I want kids to laugh about 
me. And we can play games. But 
all I do is sit there and pretend 
to hit somebody. But kids are afraid 
of me, and I want them to 
like me. I want to wear a clown 
suit. Not just a black garment 
with a black hat that is too 
big. I want to be gay and happy. 

Natalie France 



Ex Bug-Zapper 

Me I'm an 
ex bug-zapper you see I ain't like to 
talk about it but I'll tell you 
I got fired because 
I like them bugs 
so now me house is a infestation 
of urn sold all me chemicals and now 
what oh there's a cute one mmmm 
SPLAT!! that's for maken me 
lose me job stupid why I ata 
little freck getin 
gunk all over me new shoes. 

Zach Nugent 

Just a Thought! 

An empty soul. A compassionate 
touch. Anything to do with you. 
You're alone in an empty 
desert wilting like a wounded 
flower that has no water. 
A snake that wraps around a 
cactus and feels the prickly 
touch. A human who's stranded 
on an island; has no words, no 

Stingy 

As I step into the pool on an 
April morning the water cold and 
brisk. As I go further in the 
water it creeps up my body 
like a pathetic dog begging for 
food. Then the cold water spiky 
and awkward chills my brain as 
I go under. As I come up I am 
being lifted in thankfulness of 
glory. 

Allison Kemp 

thought, no fear, has one thing in mind; God take me away, please. 
The wounded hearts, the painful tears 
roll down the cheeks of others, 
like rose petals falling off. The sound 
of honking horns but, really, it's only 
someone blowing their nose. It's 
blank, no thought, no word, nothing. 
Just the wind blowing the ocean 
across a face, a thorn rising up 
from the snake's skin and the 
flower wilted for good. It's gone. 
Nothing is left. 

Grace Kelley 
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Perritt Elementary 
Arkadelphia 

Faculty Contact: Wanda O'Quinn 
Visiting Writers: Maria Stafford & Jamie Simpson 

I Am a City 

I am a city with 
cars on my street and 
people and trucks. There are 
businesses and even restaurants on 
my brain, also houses. At night 
I can hardly get to sleep. 

Jonathan Morrison 

When I Moved 

When I moved to the country I was scared. 
I thought it would be bad and no one would 
like me. But then when I got there it was 
fun and everyone liked me. It was very peaceful. 
The fields were beautiful. It smelled like 
wildflowers, and 
daisies in 
the 
summer. 
I could 
dance in 
that field 
for the rest of my 
life. 

Desarae Nelson 
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Music 

Music makes me feel like 
I'm in far away places, 
like jumping, 
like hopping, 
like skipping, 
like rolling, 
like flying, 
like running. 
With music playing, 
I can imagine anything, 
and make it happen too ... 
with just the move of my shoe. 

Anna Griffith 



The World 

I am the world 
going around the sun 
having not much fun 

huge big and round 
never touching the gronnd 

There's nothing just like me 
living, green, white, and blue 
I'll be here forever 
holding all of you 

The Snn gives me heat 
and it's made just for you 
you can dig me up 
you can play on me, too. 

Laura Barito 
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OverDue 

What do I do 
What do I do 
This library book is 24 
years overdue, I admit 
that it's mine but 
I can't pay the fine 
Should I hide it again? 
What do I do 
What do I do 

Megan Searcy 

The Far-Off Secret Galaxies 

A far off galaxy, 
an interesting place. 
Far-off secret galaxies 
and the adventure that you face, 
Planets beyond here and now. 
Think hard and you will travel to 
a planet called Frangoosnoo. 
A clarifying place 
where you will meet Professor Frat, 
you could only imagine that. 
Imagination is the key 
to open a door of 
a far-off secret galaxy. 

Anna Griffith 



Pine Bluff High School 
Pine Bluff 

Faculty Contact: Ginger Domon 
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler & David Koen 

Doughnuts 

I sit in the doughnut shop patiently waiting 
as the owner makes the dough for the circle-shaped snack 
with the hole in the center, praying that a friend of mine would 
enter. Waiting patiently a waitress comes over-what 
kind of doughnut will you have this morning-! 
answered with a smile, a blueberry and glazed doughnut 
please? 

Brandy Davis 

Persona 

When I was in the fourth grade, 
I glued my father's work 
to the windshield of our car. 
I normally leave every light 
in my house on, not caring 
about saving electricity. 
When I was a freshman, 
a bully of mine took 
the gun to school and 
hid it inside my locker 
to frame me for carrying 
firearms to a campus. 

Brian ]ones 

Deer 

Majestic and graceful, 

Persona 

Cold black eyes stare at me with the 
innocence of a child. 
Lines on his face are the scars 
of the last ten years he has endured. 
Drugs have saturated his body 
so that his walk no longer has purpose. 

Shelley Camarden 

Impressive antlers proudly displayed, 
Silent and quick he moves through the woods, 
But still he winds up on my hood. 

William Jacks 
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Whiteville 

Stumbling through the mud, 
Dodging all the trees, 
'Til the wee hours of the morning, 
The crunch of Bud Lite cans under your feet, 
The smell of Wins tons and wet mud on the exhaust, 
A conversation with a girl, 
A small fight or a large clash, 
Trip to the liquor store to fill up, 
And back again to drink it up, 
The rumble of the 9:15 as it steams past, 
Back home to sleep it off, 
Typical night in Pine Bluff. 
The next night the cycle continues 
and back to those powerlines of Whiteville we go. 

William Jacks 

Arson 

(untitled) 

Red and silky lying on the sheets 
of kissing and hearts, while rose petals 
come 
floating from the rose on the window sill 
to her shiny legs. Let's make love. 

Cedric Jackson 

The house is the jewel of the neighborhood and a captivator to 
everyone who gazes upon its beauty. I look forward 
to seeing it burn. 

Jason Throneberry 
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Reed South Elementary 
Dumas 

Faculty Contact: Dianne Southerland 
Visiting Writers: David Koen & Gary Enns 

Dumas 

Crossing the track on my lowrider bike, 
driving down Walnut Street, seeing all my Gees. 
Walking up to my homeboy's door, 
finding out he' s not going to be seen in a while. 
Passing by the Dollar General Warehouse 
with my cousin's baby boy, 
going by Fat Rat in the 
Tracker with 4 spinners 
and a blue paint job. 
As I pass by the cotton gin I think about 
how much I got 
in my hometown. 

Stoney Jackson 

Hercules Has Lost His Strength 

Hercules of Olympus no longer has his strength. 
No longer does he toss enemies left and right, 
But is tossed himself out of Olympus to life on the 
streets. 
He doesn't live in a cozy palace, 
But indeed lives in a broken down rotted shack 
On the edge of a countryside. 
No more will he eat and drink fine foods, 
Now he sucks up the slop left over from pigs. 
Hercules no longer lives with the rich industrious 
people, 
But now with savages of the outside. 
Hercules has lost his strength, 
And a hero he will be no more. 

Wayne Dedrick 
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Chicken w ith No Feathers 

As I walked down the dark, cold street, 
I saw something naked. 
As I got closer, the body began to take shaJ 
It was a chicken. 
The chicken was shivering in fear, 
The chicken tried to run, but I caught it. 
I put my scarf around it. 
When I put it down, it ran behind a bush. 
As I turned to walk away, 
I looked back and saw that the chicken wa 
dead. 
I took the chicken out by the river 
and threw his body in a hole. 

Kenton King 



Firecracker in the Sky 

I saw a firecracker in the sky, 
I saw this figure on the 4th of July, 

And on that firecracker was a tiny speck 
Like a little mole on an old man's neck. 

Coming from the firecracker were little sparks 
Lined up together like a group of hungry sharks. 

This firecracker was not like others, 
I was amazed in awe by all of its colors. 

The colors came together to make a bright being. 

The being came to form a clown, 
Cheering up a small boy with a large frown. 

As I stared at the firecracker, I wondered who 
could see 
This tiny firecracker staring back at me. 

I kept staring as I saw it fly, 
Fly away on the 4th of July. 

Wayne Dedrick 

The Bird 

I saw a bird as blue as the sky. 
The bird was in a cage. This bird 
had a seed stuck in his heart. 
The seed got bigger and bigger until 
the bird burst open. The bird' s heart was still 
beating. The bird' s eyes 
were as black as midnight. 

Kristina 
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Gaps 

Your teeth have so many gaps, 
your tongue is in jail. 

Jessica Kizer 

Swinging Doors 

The lone King of Hearts 
sitting in an empty deck 
as I pick up four more cards. 
Now I have a full hand. 

The bubbles in the cold glass 
of beer tickle my nose. 
I lay down my hand, I 
have a straight flush. 

The other three players call. 
They have not enough to 
beat me. I grab the chips. 

As thunder pounds the sky, 
The ladies on stage dance 
to the late 1800s music. 

The sheriff walks into 
the saloon. Everyone holds 
their breath. He pulls his 
gun-BANG, BANG, two outlaws 
fall. 

This is life in Texas, 
where the cowboys roam. 

Page Gill 



Sheridan Junior High School 
Sheridan 

Faculty Contact: Jane Stocum 
Visiting Writers: Laura Gray, Zack Thomas, Carolyn Jensen, David Gavin, 

Troy Benowitz & Michael Carragher 

Apples 

An apple a day keeps 
the doctor at your door. 
Apples have big, slimy, green worms 
that cause the widest case of gout 
known to man. 
Large green apples are as bitter as 
pure baking powder. 
Small red apples are as sour as 
pure lemons. 
An apple a day keeps 
the doctor at your door. 

C. O'Bryan 

Fishing 

One day I went fishing, 

Spring 

Spring is like a fresh sheet of paper, 
the start of a sunny morning. 
Spring is wearing a new pair of shoes for the first time. 
Being the first person to step out 
on the cold cotton candy a winter night leaves behind. 
Spring is like being the first to open a new book, 
or the smell of a new house. 

Calley Harrell 

nothing was biting so I thought about splitting. 
But, then, I saw the biggest bass of alL 
It jumped out of the water, and my heart started beating 
harder. 
I paddled my boat to where I saw it last; it only took a few 
casts 
before I caught that big bass. 
When I got it in the boat, my throat got big. 
The bass was wide and tall, and I could think how it 
would look on my wall. 

Tony Sanchez 
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That Touchdown 

When I catch that 
Ball I cradle it 
in my arms like 
a baby. 
I pick up 
Speed like a 
deer being 
shot at by a hunter. 
Not one thing can 
touch me when 
I make that 
touchdown. When I make 
that touchdown, 
I am picked 
up and treated 
like a king. 

Travis Stubbs 

The Daisy 

The daisy hung 
as a gleaming guillotine 
its deep shadow 
swallowing miles of trembling 
green sabres. 

I stood in my bed 
as half-imagined dark things 
leered at me 
from their kingdom of darkness 
in my room. 
As I watched the daisy. 

Curtis McManus 
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A Drink of Mustard 

Oh the day 
when my dad acted so gay, 

that he took a drink 
that made him pink 

and he started to choke 
this jolly old bloke 

when his choking subsided, 
he then decided 

he much preferred custard 
to a drink of mustard. 

Vickie Muckelrath 



Silent Rage 

As they coalesced blindly on the knife 
edge of oblivion, the rocks dreamed of 
A day when their children would walk on 
Crushed People. 

Curtis McManus 

Looking Away 

Death 

You use a stick across his back 
You use a brick on his head 
You use your hand thrusting like a knife 
You used a foot stand 

For all we know there is no more danger. 

Joe Miller 

Oh way down South, in the land of the cotton, 
old times seem to have been forgotten. 
They dressed in gray, we look away, 
look away, Dixieland. 
They made their stand in Dixie 
They died for us in Dixie. 
The only thanks we give to them . .. 
I guess we don't give any. 
Oh way down South, in the land of the cotton, 
old times seem to have been forgotten. 
They dressed in gray, we look away, 
look away, Dixieland. 

Chris Apple 
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Race 

Race is who, 
race is why, 
race is what 
you are. It shouldn't be but it is. 
You're black, 
you're white, 
you' re Mexican and each 
hates the other. 
We discriminate between 
who lives where and what they're worth; 
we hate the past for happenings which 
no one can now control; 
we try to solve others' problems but 
we cannot solve our own. 
Troubles, troubles we can't control: 
Black man kissing a white girl-
names, footsteps, clenched fists, "nigger-lover!"
not so much the sounds as the glares. 
But I've got one last surprise for you-
I'm white and black. 

Josh Anderson 

(untitled) 

From the three-legged race 
to the hundred yard dash 
and everything in between; 
from roller-blading, 
race-car driving, 
biking, ice-skating and hang-gliding, 
I cannot come in last. 
Victory is always mine. 
There's one thing I long for 
racing 
and to be 
a Zamboni driver. 

Stephanie Reber 
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(untitled) 

I saw a cow 
the cow saw me 
OmyGod 
He flew in the tree 
He chirped and sang 
while in the tree 
that's the strangest cow 
I ever did see. 

LeTroy Johnson 



Ghosts 

Walking all alone 
talking on my cellphone. 
Wind strikes the branches over my 
head. 
Fear cannot describe 
the way I feel inside. 
This forest will never end. 
As the trees bend 
and make a canopy 
I see the sunlight-
and the sky falls in. 

Kristen Lybrand 

Inspiration 

There Are No Fish Left in the Sea 

There are no fish left in the sea. 
There's a hole in the boat and the 
bait's dead. Everytime I move my 
boat, all the fish leave. I 
change my bait but they don't like 
it. And when I fix the hole in 
my boat, there's always a new 
one. Maybe I should try hunting. 

Truvius Jirquly 

White fluffy clouds molded together in the distance 
and darkened to a deep purple-black. 
The wind swept the clouds closer over the plains, 
and the sky itself grayed into deep shadow. 
Thunder rumbled and roared across the expanse, 
growling like a dog in a deep throaty rage. 
The storm clouds moved ever nearer, threatening 
while the air became thick and heavy with electricity. 
The sky above was no longer black 
as bright blue streaks stretched and cracked across it. 
The clouds came to a slow halt and merged into one 
with the thunder booming like a huge bass drum. 
A silence fell as the last echoes died out in the distance 
and the skies opened up . .. and it began to rain. 

Chad Beckwith 
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Summer 

I long for one drop of water 
as cold as Alaskan snow 
I lay in the warm-breezed shade 
of my bare oak tree 
The leaves have been burnt 
like a dry field soaked deeply 
with gasoline then set afire 
and the leaves have fallen 
like a rainy day in April 

A sudden shift of wind caught 
me in deep thought 
Darkness had drifted upon 
me 
I lay reddened like the 
shade of a fire engine 
The sun had reached down 
and kissed me with her 
fire-glazed lips 

Mandy Johnson 

Baseball 

In my eyes a baseball is like life. 
It can go by so fast you 
don't even see it sometimes. 
And, most of the time, it goes 
by so hard, you don't know what 
hit you. You can also be on top sometimes 
where nothing can touch you 
but there are some days where everything does. 

Stash Ksupicki 
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Siloam Springs Middle School 
Siloam Springs 

Faculty Contact: Jeannie Thompson 
Visiting Writers: Melanie McDonald & Liz Carter 

What if Rain Was Made of Peanut Butter? 

What if rain was made of peanut butter? 
Would it not get stuck in the clouds? 
Who knows? But if it gets stuck in your toes, 
Would you have to use a plow? 

What if it rained on the vegetables? 
No need to spread it on your celery 
But carrots and tomatoes would taste bad 
and without french fries and ketchup I'd be mad! 

So, what do you think? 
Should rain be made of peanut butter? 
Who knows? 
But how would it fit in concrete clouds? 

Brandy Lynn McGlaun 

What if Sand Was Flour? 

My Poultrygeister 

What if there was a poultrygeist, 
locked inside of my house; 
He wouldn't let me eat chicken, 
and he would eat all my com. 
But he would be unhealthy cause, 
he smoked pot in his big bong. 
Then he would steal my wallet, 
I would choke him but, 
he would go through the wall, 
and I would smack the wall. 
But I would let him stay anyway. 
Wouldn't you? 

Brad Warren 

What if sand just wasn't sand, what if sand was flour? But if flour 
was sand, would you bake a cake and it would taste like dirt? But 
maybe also you might go down to the beach and have white feet 
forever. But would the ocean be the ocean or would it be like paste 
or maybe, it just might not be at all. 

Jennifer Samson 
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Prez! 

What if the President 
Was a Pez Dispenser? 
Would he change? 
I think that he 
would be sweeter! 
Not dark and hot and like a heater! 

What kind of candy would he be? 
Red, yellow, purple, orange! 
What would he wear? 
Surely not just underwear! 
He wouldn't have to worry about hair! 
Cause it would be made out of plastic. 
That would be fantastic. 

That's cool. 
He wouldn't be a fool. 
If the President were a Pez Dispenser. 

Bo Bruner 

Glass Flower 

If there was a glass flower 
Picking it would be a shame. 

If there was a glass flower 
Bees would be a little sad. 

If there was a glass flower 
When you picked it, it would shatter. 

Jackie Rooney 
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Stuttgart High School 
Stuttgart 

Faculty Contact: Phyllis Orlicek 
Visiting Writers: Paul Bone & Troy Benowitz 

A Sports Broadcaster in a Library 

As the quietness gets louder 
So does the sports broadcaster 
The books 
Are all he can broadcast about 
So little time 
So many books 
Louder and louder 
Faster and faster 
All alone 
Standing on a table 
Clenching the microphone with ease 
Sweat pouring down 
His Jerry McGuire shirt 
Fitting ever so tightly now 
The Grapes of Wrath 
The House of the Seven Gables 
Tongue twisted and broken down 
The sports broadcaster steps 
Down off the table 
Shaking his head in disappointment 

Candice Terry 

Duck Hunter in New York 

Far from the land where the waterfowl is 
there lies mile-high buildings 
where the business-suited Yankees live 
as they stand on the roofs 
and watch the big birds fly over 
they just get mad and throw their gauges 
over 
as they fall towards hell they might as well 
come to Arkansas where the mallards dwell 

Ethan Wylie 
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(untitled) 

Blackbirds 
whoop the branches of the lonely 
oak in the marsh of the field. 
The sky brightens the world 
with the assurance of 
another day. 
Corner Inn Cafe 
sits on the bumpy roadside 
with the loudness of a famous 
jazz musician. 
Mallards 
caress the pond's shady water 
with the sun's image imprinted 
on their backs. 
Rage 
the day begins to come to an end 
with the wicked, pain-free bite of 
a mosquito. 

Eureka Ice 

(untitled) 

The warmth radiates from the 
vast, open inviting place. 
The walls envelop you 
as you blend into them. 
The sounds are familiar 
as they call. They are 
soothing and peaceful. 
The imprint of your body is 
all over the place like 
fingerprints on a well-worn 
book. You feel relaxed, safe 
and sheltered until 
you have to leave. You feel 
at home. 

Shayla Lowe 



(untitled) 

As I drum my fingers over the cracked dash board 
my jeans stick to the gray vinyl 
The fields outside my open window blur by in a 
contiguous array of beans, rice and gunned men 
The shadow box scenes quickly melt into conjured 
delusions as we drift deeper into my past 
Returning only to steal back those memories I 
want to keep 
The house stands on a lucid hill in the prairie 
The road locking it to the real world only leads 
Out. 
Whiskey bottles rattle when I bring the back door 
to a close 
The smell 
The aroma 
It's like him, a melody of Old Spice, cherry tobacco, 
and printing press ink 
The absence of a refrigerator does not create a 
surprise, 
after all, he always did like virgin meat 
My hand relives the staircase railing and my ears 
are reacquainted with the creaks of the top floor 
The chamber containing my youth is void 
All except for that rat poison in the corner 
Guess he tossed my memories, although he left the 
nightmare in its womb 
Confusion subsides as my feet trickle back down 
the stairs 
A face in the window laughs at my tears 
I crush my fist into the knuckle marks in that 
stripped, 
tom wall 
The rhythmic wall paper shrouding the hole has 
peeled 
away 
My fist 
Myhand 
Has grown and nearly consumes the dent now 
Trembling, on my knees in that solemn house of 
animosity 
This cell that delusioned my concept of good and 
evil, 
right and wrong, love and 
hatred 
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On my knees I weep as a child 
On my trembling knees I sob for all of the 
tears 
lost on my pillow I wail for the papers scat
tered on the floor 
The papers that embrace my world, 

veil my sentiment 
I cry 
Ambling past the stained desk 

that taught me to write 
I draw my palm to my soggy face as to 
caress 
the tears from my eyes 
Pausing 
This hand looks like his 
Thick, powerful fingers, never quite finding 

a delicate shape 
hold dirt in their creases 
Ink under my nails proves to be a stain 

that will not vanish 
Despite the reminiscent smudges 

I dry my face and saunter 
victoriously out the door 
I didn't find what I came for, 

but I learned why I didn't 
want the construed reflections I call memo
ries 

anymore--
As I hum to the inhabitual tune my jeans 
plaster to 
the vinyl seats 
The fields outside my window 
They don't speak to me anymore 

Caitlin Looney 



Thurman G. Smith Elementary 
Springdale 

Faculty Contact: Patty Hays 
Visiting Writers: Peter Kessler & Alison Pelegrin 

Chalkboard 

I am a chalkboard and I am used 
a lot and whenever I am written 
on I get chalk dust in my eyes 
and I wish they would use 
the overhead. 

Amanda Barnett 

The bottom of a well 

I fell into this well. 
It has no water and that is very lucky. 
It is damp, dark, cold, and lonely here. 
There is nothing wrong with me except 
that I have a cold and a sprained ankle. 
The bucket's just above me, 
but I'm too weak to jump 
I hear things crawling around my feet. 
I hope someone finds me soon! 

Rebecca Logsdon 
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(untitled) 

I am a t.v. during the day, 
but at night I'm a dog. So 
during the day I get turned 
on I get turned off. Then 
when night falls, I like to 
dream. I dream I'm a dog, 
a pug, who can lick people's 
hands and wag my tail, dig 
holes in the yard and sleep 
at the foot of someone' s bed. 
But, for now I am a t.v. 
and should be glad, because 
after all at least I'm not 
a bird or a worm, or something 
incredibly silly. 

Laurie Anderson 

Crazy 

Crazy is a fly 
in summer 
stuck on a 
fly swatter, 
singing. 

Casey Edens 



No Fear 

No fear is ... 
a mouse fighting a boa 
in its stomach. 

James Morrow 

Fear 

Fear is hiding 
under covers 
from a shadow on the wall. 

Amanda Kimbrough 

Strength 

Strength is an ant 
making his home 
using his feet. 

Cameron Little 
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Lion 

The lion is the king of the 
jungle. 
The lion will not ask permission to 
chew on a frightened poacher. 

John R. 

The Fan 

I am a fan and I 
like it when people 
would turn me on 
and I can cool off 
but if they keep 
me on too long then 
I might get dizzy. 
I can taste the fresh 
air as it blows on 
me until Mrs. Logue 
cleans me off. On the 
teacher's lunch break, I 
can smell her tacos 
with extra hot sauce. 
Oh how I wish I was 
a girl with dark blue 
overalls, a light purple 
shirt with little purple 
and green flowers, and 
little curly pig tails with 
white ribbons. My 
biggest friend is the 
ceiling. She is nice and 
sometimes she can be so 
pretty because the teacher 
will hang things on her 
that the kids have made. 
Well, I better go because 
some kid's about to turn me 
on high and I'm to have the 
ride of my life. 

Heather Harrington 



Walnut Ridge Middle School 
Walnut Ridge 

Faculty Contact: Edith Ellis 
Visiting Writers: Michael Downs & Tom Franklin 

(untitled) 

A man walks out of his condominium. He feels the heat of the sand rising 
through his sandals. He sees what many people would think of as a beautiful woman, 
but he doesn't even notice. The man is glad to be out of the room where everyone was 
wearing ties and all you could see was the never-ending table. 

In the distance he overhears a coach talking to his team; he sounds frustrated-it 
sounds like they lost a very important game. 

He longs to be sitting on the couch talking to the most important woman in his 
life about things that did not really matter. Another woman crosses his path. She says, 
Hi. The man raises his arm and flicks his wrist as if his hand is saying, "I see you but I 
don't really notice you." 

He sees a little girl out of the side of his eye. She is making a small sand castle. 
He watches her for a moment. She lifts her little plastic yellow shovel and pushes it in 
the sand. She lifts it up, looks around at the man and smiles. It all reminds the man of 
just last year when he went with his family to the beach. He wishes he was home. The 
only problem with that wish is that the instant he starts thinking about her she touches 
the open door from the outside and shuts the door. The only three words you can read 
on the note are, "I love you." 

Jon Heard 

Cold 

My body is turning into ice. 
My feet feel separated from me 
as if on an island alone. 
My breath is a snail crossing Russia. 
I feel I have been slammed into a brick wall. 
I lust for a blanket like people 
in deserts want ice water. 

Brandon Baltz What I Remember about 4th grade 

Lance and I were the class clowns that year. 
Our teacher Miss Mills was sick, very sick. 

Daniel Hill 
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What I Remember about the 4th Grade 

The teacher dyed her hair 
purple and made her head look like a plum. 

My best friend broke her 
leg playing leapfrog during gym class. 

Chuckling Charles was at an 
assembly and wet his pants and started crying. 

I got my first 'C' on a geometry test. Then 
I got grounded. 

My brother swallowed a quarter 
and didn't get it back for a whole month. 

Stacy pulled her first tooth. 
She got a quarter and thought 
she was rich. 

Andrea Cole 

The Bag 

Love 

I'm telling my heart not to turn into butter, 
though, like an orphan, she left me behind. 

Daniel Hill 

Bob was strolling from his last class to his next on a hot summer afternoon, 
munching a bag of cookies he had just bought, the smell of fresh-cut grass filling his 
thoughts. A loud rumble jarred him. He looked up to the sky where there was now a 
small, violent wind storm swirling where the peaceful sun had been moments before. 
As he was looking at the storm, he walked into a telephone pole, rendering him 
unconscious. He could feel the wind wrapping around him. 

He awoke and opened his eyes. He lay in a maze of thorny hedges-nowhere he 
had ever been before. He started to walk through the hedges. After what seemed like 
hours, he paused to rest and look at his watch. It had stopped. He began to run, his 
blue jeans brushing by the hedges and his white T-shirt flitting in the wind. He ran 
and ran and after a while he came to a red and white cookie bag like he had been eat
ing out of. There was another beyond that and another one and another one. He fol
lowed them until he came to an opening in the hedges. He could see only a bright 
white light through the opening. 

He stepped through it and he was at the pole he had walked into and on the 
ground was his bag of cookies. 

B.J. Hibbard 
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Wynn High School 
Wynn 

Faculty Contact: Georgia Ross 
Visiting Writers: Amy Nawrocki & Alison Pelegrin 

An Everyday Man 

One sunny day just mowing the yard 
the smell of grass so strong 
on a cloudy day feeding the hogs 
to have to keep from going out in the rain 
every other day just watching T.V. 
and drinking a cold Old Milwaukee, 
the smell of an old couch and firewood 
fills the air. Once a month using the 
old tools all greasy and old just to 
fix the car or make a spice rack 
and always going to the liquor store 
before he finishes, just an everyday man. 

Jason Hinton 

What If 

What if I didn' t act crazy or stupid, would 
you still laugh? 
What if I did my homework all the 
time, would I still have an "F?" 
What if I didn't talk at all, would I 
still talk fast? 
What if I didn't try hard in 
track practice, would I be running in today' s 
track meet? 
What if I didn' t drive very much, 
would I still get a speeding ticket? 
What if I didn' t believe in God, 
go to church, read the Bible, and 
pray, would I still get to heaven? 
What if I did this, 
What if I did that 
What if. 
Would you still like me? 

John J. 

Un-pardoned 

Not a word is said on this gloomy morning 
as the solemn guards open my door. 
The room in which I've lived for the past 
6 years is the only thing I know and 
now leave behind. As the steel doors 
approach me, I know not to long for 
their opening, but their stubbornness 
shows and I move through them 
silently, as if in a dream, a second 
set of doors approaches me. I hear 
a voice from above as if from heaven, then 
the doors open and a chair waits inside. 
Its ugly straps and buckles beckon 
for me to sit. I do not resist and make 
myself comfortable. The straps and 
buckles form around my wrists and feet and I 
am fitted into a metal hat. It is cold 
and uncomforting. The guards are still 
with me, but distant as if in another world. Th· 
have been joined with a man wearing black. H 
neck is choked with a white collar. As he 
makes his way to me, I sense a small 
amount of grief. He speaks, but I choose not 
to hear but he speaks anyway. I know 
I am doomed. 

Frey Davis 
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The Job 

I wake up every morning, get the kids ready for school. Then I get myself ready to go 
to work. I work at a club. But I try to keep it from my ex-husband so he can't take my 
two boys. I go to the Playas club and get into my outfit. No matter how many time I 
put on my red cowgirl uniform, I get sick to my stomach just thinking about those dis
gusting men touching me. Sometimes after a show I sit in my dressing room and think 
about what my family is doing. I've forgotten why I ran away from home eight years 
ago. I'm in a deep trance thinking about my last family. Then all of a sudden I hear my 
boss screaming my name. I have to fill in for another dancer who called in sick. I want 
to quit so bad it hurts. Just when I was going to quit and get some self-pride back I 
started thinking about my children and how I would feed them. And then I think who 
would hire a 27 year-old ex-stripper and where could I find a job with my experience 
that pays so well? Now it's time for me to go and pick up my children and help them 
do their homework. 

Courtney Redd 

The Race 

The turning of the starter to 
The firing of eight thundering cylinders. 
It began after the long hard 
week of preparation and practice. 
The green flags wave and 40 
machines move 200 mph around 
the track. 
Starting back in the field the 
adrenaline flows as I move 
up a position. The leaders are 
pulling away but I'll catch them. 
I take position after position, lap 
after lap. Halfway through I'm 
in the top fifteen with the 
fastest car on the track. I 
hear my crew chief talking and 
I can almost envision victory lane 
as I move into the top five. 
It ends in one second. What sounds like 
a shotgun echoes. My tire shreds 
and sends me flipping across the 
track. I open my door to the emergency 
squad. With no feeling, all I think 
about is the speed and rush 
with the closeness of victory. 

Patrick Arp 
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Hustler 

I need my money. 
Ticket scalping, pimping, stolen merchandise. 
The street lights, the people-a hustler's dream 
world. 
The feel of all that money in my hands. 
Money is my life support. 
Don't mess with my money man!! 
I hustled hard for my money. 
My money is like a beautiful woman. 
My women have to have big everything 
because I like big bucks. 
Big breasts, big butt, full figure, big bucks. I 
love my money. 
I don't care about you as long as you don't 
mess with my money. 

What's up Trix, where' s my money? 
What you mean you don't know? 
All this body you have you can't get nobody to 
slap them skins? 
Are you holding back on me? 
G' on girl and sell. Flaunt, shake, sell that body. 
I need my money. 
Hey man! You want a brand newT. V.? $150.00 
for a $300.00 T.V. 
This is a hot T.V. on the market man, top line. I 
won't lie. 
I don't lie when it come to my money. 

Robert Dwayne Dales 



Wynn Junior High School 
Wynn 

Faculty Contact: Pat Smith 
Visiting Writers: Sean Chapman & Rob Griffith 

Guilt 

Guilt is like a friend 
Stabbing you in the back 
with a dull knife. 

Andrea Carlson 

The Ocean 

Sparkling like silver, 
up and down it goes 
Like whipped cream 
on blue ice, a cocktail drink. 
The ocean is salty, 
but always fresh. 

Andrew Falls 

Space 

When I raised the window, 
the lights turned off, and my room 
was dark. 
I went to tum the lights on, but when I 
flipped the switch, stars appeared. 
My feet left the floor. 
I floated right into the moon. 
Earth was at my feet. 
It looked like a marble, so small 
compared to me. 

Stanton Caredin 
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Snow 

Snow is silver. 
Like a dolphin swimming, 
Gliding into a blanket of snow. 

Kim Schmitz 

Soap Sud River 

When I opened the washer 
to take out my clothes 
a raging river flooded 
my laundry room. 
Torrents of waves rose 
to the ceiling as if trying 
to escape its confines. 
A bass swam by my leg 
and sand collected between my toes. 
An oak beside the ironing board 
provided shade for a tiny man 
perched on my dryer, fishing 
for his dinner. 
Wading through the waters, 
I struggle to shut the washer lid. 
Finally, with an unexplainable twist, 
the dryer sucks in my river, 
leaving only as a reminder 
the sand between my toes. 

Tia Merrell 



My Place 

The woods near my house are as thick 
as a triple-decked pie. The vines come 
down from the tall trees like loose ribbons 
in a girl's hair. The smell is of dew. 
There's one tree that is hollowed out 
so you can look through it like a telescope. 
It's really a great spot to think. 

Lindsey Diebold 

I am the Baskin Robbins Ice Cream Scooper-Person 

I scoop, scoop, scoop all day long. 
The buzzer on the door sounds like the gong. 
The cheap perfume lady walks to the freezer. 
She says seven scoops of vanilla will please her. 
Following her is the bearded, babbling barber. 
His name is George Bikll Steven Garber. 
I give him three scoops of sherbet for $2.97. 
My shop is empty except for the woman 
who must have fallen from heaven. 
I ask her on a date after work. 
She looks me in the eyes and says, "No way jerk." 
She shoves my face into the chocolate ice cream. 
I was down for the count, then I started to dream. 
I dreamed about a life other than now. 
In it, all I did was butcher a cow. 
I want to wake up; I hate this dream. 
I want to go back to the ice cream scooping team. 
Ice cream was up my nose, that's how I awoke. 
My boss's hands were ready to choke. 
He said I am fired and that I did wrong. 
I will never be able to scoop all day long. 

Trey Oguin 
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1997-1998 Arkansas Writers in the Schools 

Visiting Writers 

Troy Benowitz has published poetry in Leg Show, The Oakland Review and The 
Northwest Arkansas Times. He also participates in poetry readings. 

Paul Bone teaches writing at the University of Arkansas. A native of Illinois accus
tomed to muddy rivers and a thick layer of topsoil, he is still getting used to the clear 
water and hills of Arkansas while writing poems, some of which have been printed in 
Farmer's Market, Quarterly West, Grassroots and The Cream City Review. 

Michael Carragher has published the book A World Full of Places and Other Stories, won 
a University of Arkansas Lily Peter Fellowship for fiction, and published in numerous 
magazines. 

Chris Carpenter's fiction has appeared in The Cimmaron Review and Aethlon. He is a 
graduate teaching assistant for the University of Arkansas' Department of English. 

Liz Carter has been a graduate teaching assistant for the University of Arkansas' 
Department of English, and her fiction has been published in New Delta Review. 

Michael Catherwood has published poetry in Pittsburgh Quarterly, Laurel Review and 
Agni. 

Sean Chapman has published poems in Zone 3, The Laurel Review, Aethlon Journal of 
Sports Literature, Louisiana Literature, Without Halos and elsewhere. He is a director for 
Arkansas Writers in the Schools. 

Michael Downs, for two years a director of Arkansas Writers in the Schools, is a for
mer newspaper reporter whose fiction has appeared in Michigan Quarterly Review and 
Blue Mesa Review. He has won fellowships in fiction from the University of Arkansas 
and the Truman Capote Literary Trust. 

Gary Enns' short stories have appeared Crazy Horse, Southern Humanities Review and 
Santa Barbara Review. He is a winner of the University of Arkansas' 1997 Lily Peter 
Award for fiction. 

Beth Ann Fennelly has published poems in TriQuarterly, Shenandoah, Poetry Ireland 
Review, and Best American Poetry 1996. Carolina Quarterly awarded her the 1997 Charles 
B. Wood Award in Distinguished Writing. 

Tom Franklin has published stories in The Texas Review, The Chattahoochee Review, The 
Nebraska Review, Negative Capability, and Fourteen Hills. His book Poachers and Other 
Stories is forthcoming from the William Morrow Publishing Co. in the spring of 1999. 
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David Gavin completed his Master of Fine Arts degree in fiction at the University of 
Arkansas in 1995 and has since taught English in Turkey. His fiction has appeared in 
The Nebraska Review. 

Laura Gray, raised in Scottsboro, Alabama, earned her BA in English and Political 
Science from the University of North Alabama and her MAin English from the 
University of Montevallo. Her poetry has appeared in The Elk River Review. 

Robert Griffith has published poems in Cambium, Thirteen and Parnassus Literary 
Journal, and was the recipient of the 1997 Felix Christopher McKean Award for poetry. 

Otis Haschemeyer was a nominee for the Henfield I Transatlantic Review Prize and 
has been awarded the John Clellon Holmes Memorial Prize. He has published non-fic
tion in The Missouri Review. 

Jim Hillis studied art and film at the North Carolina School of the Arts and The 
Minneapolis College of Art and Design. He teaches English as a graduate assistant at 
the University of Arkansas. 

Carolyn Jensen has published fiction in New Letters and Mars Hill Review. She is a win
ner of the University of Arkansas' Lily Peter Fellowship for fiction, the Charles Finger 
Award for Fiction, the Kenneth Patchen Award for Poetry, and the Heartland Short 
Fiction Prize. 

James Katowich is a two-time recipient of the University of Arkansas' Baucum 
Fulkerson Award for Fiction, most recently in 1997. He is a winner of fellowships in 
fiction from the University of Arkansas and the Truman Capote Literary Trust. 

Peter Kessler is a winner of a University of Arkansas' 1998 Lily Peter Fellowship. 

David Koen has published his writing in Rolling Stone, Wind and Harper 's. He is a two
time recipient of University of Arkansas' Lily Peter Fellowships for fiction. 

Melanie McDonald, an Arkansas native, has twice received first place in the Ruth H. 
Wills Poetry Memorial Awards, and also received first place for fiction at the 1995 
Western Arkansas Writers' Workshop. Her poems have appeared in Voices International 
and Silver Wings. 

Amy Nawrocki teaches English as a graduate assistant at the University of Arkansas. 

Alison Pelegrin is a director of Arkansas Writers in the Schools. She has been nominat
ed for a Pushcart Prize, and her poetry has appeared in Chariton Review, The Laurel 
Review, Sou'wester, Poet Lore, West Branch, Slipstream, Kansas Quarterly I Arkansas Review, 
The New Delta Review and several others. 

Amy Ramsden lives in Fayetteville with her cat Sadie. She teaches English at the 
University of Arkansas. 
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Chelsea Rathburn's poetry has won a Felix Christopher McKean prize and a 1998 Lily 
Peter Fellowship. 

Carol Sickman-Gamer was a nominee for the 1997 Benfield I Transatlantic Review 
Prize. 

Jamie Simpson was formerly the editor of the arts quarterly Gypsy Blood Review. She 
has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize, and an AWP Intro Award in 1997. Her poetry 
has been published in The Birmingham Poetry Review, The Oxford American, The New 
Orleans Review, The Laurel Review, and many others. 

Maria Stafford is a graduate teaching assistant in English at the University of 
Arkansas, working toward her Master of Fine Arts degree in Creative Writing. 

Brad Summerhill is a graduate teaching assistant in English at the University of 
Arkansas, where he won a 1998 Lily Peter Fellowship in fiction. As a former journalist, 
his articles have appeared in numerous publications. 

Zack Thomas is a graduate teaching assistant in English at the University of Arkansas. 

Steven Trulock has published in The Alaska Quarterly Review, The Amaranth Review, 
Cape Rock, The Louisville Review, The Arkansas Review and The Blue Mesa Review. He 
won a University of Arkansas' Lily Peter Fellowship for poetry. 
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1997-1998 ARKANSAS WRITERS IN THE SCHOOLS 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS 

Alma Intermediate 
Alpena High School 
Arkansas School for the Blind 
Arch Ford Educational Service Cooperative 
Bradford Elementary 
Crittenden Arts Council 

Crawfordsville & Earle Upper Elementary 
East & Wonder Junior Highs, & St. Michael's Catholic 
Forrest City High & Hughes Elementary 
Marion High School & Junior High 
Turrell High School & West Memphis Christian School 
West Junior High 

Crossett High School 
Decatur Elementary 
Delta Special School 
DeQueen-Mena Education Service Cooperative 
Dermott Middle School 
Dierks Elementary & Umpire High School 
Eastside Elementary 
Farmington High School 
Fordyce High School 
Fountain Lake High School 
G.R. Taylor Elementary 
Gravette High School 
Greenbrier Middle School 
Greene County Tech Primary School 
Harrison High School 
Hillcrest Elementary 
Humphrey Elementary 
Jacksonville Elementary 
King Elementary 
Lakeside Elementary 
Lakeside Intermediate 
Lynn High School 
Mammoth Spring Elementary 
Marion Intermediate 
McGehee Elementary 
Morrilton Junior High 
Oakdale Junior High 
Oak Grove Elementary 
Our Lady of the Holy Souls 
Perri t Elementary 
Pine Bluff High 
Reed South Elementary 
Sheridan Junior High 
Siloam Springs Middle School 
Stuttgart High School 
Thurman G. Smith Elementary 
Wa lnut Ridge Middle 
Wynne High School 
Wynne Junior High 




